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MSU changes
department
name to reflect
all its units
Special to the Ledger
MURRNY, Ky. - Murray
State University's college of
business and public affairs is
now the college of business.
Approved by the MSU board of
regents at its last rneeting, the
change was made to reflect the
units in the college.
Currently. the college houses
six departments that ckal with
business: accounting; computer
science and information systems., economics and finiuice;
journalism and MASE communications; management. marketing and busiriess administration;
and organizational conmumicanon.
Each department has programs at both the undergraduate
and graduate level. Tbere are
approximately 2,000 students
and 100 faculty members in the
college.
In addition, the college houses
the West Kentucky Small
Business Development C,enter,
the Center for Economic
Education, MSU TV-11, the
Innovation
and
Commercialization Center, the
coordinator of the Regensburg
(Germany) Program, and the
student newspaper.
All of the undergraduate bachelor of arts in business and
bachelor of science in business
area programs. the nutjor and
master's in business administration and the master of science in
information systems are accredited by the Association
Advance Collegiate Schools of
International
Business
(AACSB-Intemational). The
programs were reaccredited in
2008.

MSU's
Paducah
campus
fails test
Recommendation
for Physics building
gets legislators' nod

MICHAEL DANN King & Queer photo
KYSER LOLJGH " Parade photo

Ilemecoming 2009

The rain held off for Murray State's Homecoming festivities Saturday, although Friday's showers left the ground
a little soggy. Many turned out for the annual Tent City and Homecoming Parade with floats such as the one pictured below. t3efore MSU's football game against Jacksonville State, Joanna Smith, senior organizational ximmunications major from Hazel Green, Ala., and Tyler Brockman, senior history/educatisx majof from PAutray.
were crowned Homecoming Queen and King. Far more photo.; see pogo 2A.
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Insurers mount
attack against
health reforrn
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ny The Asseetated Press
Monday...Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers.
Highs in tne lower 60s. East
winds 5 mph in the moming
shifting to the southwest in the
afternoon.
Monday night...Partty cloucty.
Lows in the upper 40s. North
winds 5 mph
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of rain_
Highs in the lower 60s.
Northeast winds 5 to 10 mph.
.Showers and
Tuesday
a slight chance of thunderstorms. Lows around 50 East
winds around 10 mph. Chance
of precipltation 80 percent.
Wednesday. .Mostly cloudy
with a chance of showers and a
Might chance of thundersto.rms.
Highs in the upper 50s.
Northeast winds 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation 50 percent
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My RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-- After working
for months behind the scenes to help shape
health care reforrn, the insurance industry
is now sharply attacking the emerging plan
with a report that maintains Senate legislation would increase the cost of a typical
policy by hundreds, or even thousands, of
dollars a year.
A spokesman for Sen. Max Baucus, D-

II See Page 3A

Bo ess Lecture to feature Flatow
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
ra Flatow, host of National
Public Radio's "Talk of the
Nation: Science Fridays** will
speak at 7 tonight in the Industry
and Technology Building's
Freed Curd Auditorium on the
campus of ivturray State
University.
Flatow has a nauonal following and his show is broadcast on
MEU's public radio station,
WKMS. from 1 to 3 p.m. each
Fnday. The appearance is this
year's
Gary
Boggess
Distinguished Lecture. which
the College of Science,
Engineering and Technology
hosts each year.
Dr. Steve Cobb, dean of die
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college, said
Boggess is a
former dean
who now lives
in Hardin and
is sun a very
active
and
respected
leader. He said
the
college
tries to bring Flattest
someone in for
the lecture series that can capture the general public's interest
and bring awareness about
things going on in the science
field. He said the gmup that
works on booking the speaker
focuses on the characteristics
MSU science graduates shouid
have and this year focused on

understanding the role of science in the world, specifically
its role in society. and public policy.
Cobb said that besides hosting
his radio show, Flatow gives lots
of speeches and is heavily
involved in science education
and science journalism. Besides
the Web site sciencefnday.com,
Flatow also maintains the sites
iratlatow.com and talkingscience.org. With such a husy
schedule., Cobb said MSU was
fortunate to have him come and
speak.
"From what I've heard, there
se-ems to be a lot of excitement
(about the appearance) and I

II See Page 3A

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Led9er & Times
HOUSE ARE: Calloway County Fire and Rescue responded
to a house fire reported at 109 Meyers St. at approximately
7:30 Monday morning. No further information was available
I before press time.
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By TOM BERRY
Staft Writer
state tegislattve committee has,
approved recommendation for con- .
tinued construction of a new•
physics building on the Murray State
University campus; however proposed construction of an extended campus in Paducah did not
make the cut.
Fifth District Rep.
Melvin Henley, House
co-chairman
of the
General Assembly's interim capital projects review
cornmittee, said this Heasley
morning that members
voted not to inch:de the Paducah project
during a nieeting Friday.
Henley said 15 capital projects - including continuation of the MSU physics com
pies - were recommended statewide. The
list also includes 15 renovation projects
and 10 information technology projects. "Phase three of Murray State's physics
building was one of the 15 capital projects
approved for submission to the legisla-
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Scenes from
Homecoming 2009
Photos by KYSER LOUGH,Ledger & Ywnes
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•Health reform ...
From Front
Mont.. whose
tar, S829 billion overhaul plan faces a final
Finance
Committee
vote
Tuesday, was quick to react
Sunday, questioning the credibility of the inslustry's late-incoming cost estimate.
'
It's a health insurance company hatchet joh, plain and simple," said the spokesman, Scott
Mulhauser.
The health insurance industry
has been working until recently
to help draft legislation, while
publicly endorsing President
Barack Obarna's goal of affordable coverage for all Amencans.
The alliance has grown strained
as legislation advances toward
votes in Congress.
Late Sunday, the industry
trade group Amenca's Health
Insurance Plans sent its member
companies a new accounting
firm study that projects the legislation would add $1,700 a year
to the cost of family coverage in
2013, when most of the major
provisions in the bill would be
in effect.
Premiums for a single person
would go up by $600 more than
would be the case without the
legislation,
the
PricewaterhouseCoopers analysis concluded in the study commissioned by the insurance
group.
"Several major provisions in
the current legislative proposal
will cause health care costs to
increase far faster imd higher
than they' would under the current system,' Karen Ignagni, the
top industry lobbyist in
Washington, wrote in a memo to
insurance company CEOs.
The study projected that in

Ton Crier
NOTICE
• Hazel City Council will
meet tonight, Monday, Oct.
12 at Hazel City Hall On the
agenda for the meeting is a
report on the city's finances,
the possibility of an art district and other issues of interest to residents.
• TO report a Tostib Crier
item cal! 753-1916.

Kentucky

2019,family premiums could be
S4.000 higher and individual
premiums could be $1,500 higher.
BaUCUS spokesman Mulhauser
said the study is 'seriously
flawed' because it doesn't take
into account provisions in the
legislation that would lower the
cost of coverage. such as tax
credits to help people buy pnvate insurance, protections for
current policies arid administrative savings from a revamped
marketplaCe.
White House health care
spokeswoman Linda Douglass
concurred. "This is an insurance
industry' analysis that is
designed to reach a conclusion
which benefits the industry. and
does not represent what the bill
does,' she said.
The Baucus plan faces a final
committee vote on Tuesday. It
got a boost last week when the
Congressional Budget Office
estimated it would cover 94 percent ot eligible Americans while
reducing the federal deficit.
But
the
PncewaterhouseCoopers analysis attempted to get at a different
issue — costs for privately
insured individuals.
It concluded that a combination of factors in the bill — arid
decisions by lawmakers as they
amended it — would raise costs.
The chief reason, said the
report, is a decision by lawmakers to weaken proposed penalties for failing to get health
insurance. The bill would
require insurers to take all applicants, doing away with denials
for pre-existing health problems. In return, all Americans
would be required to carry coverage, either through an
employer or a government program, or by buying it themselves.
But the CB0 estimated that
even with new federal subsidies.
some 17 million Americans
would still be unable to afford
health insurance. Faced with
that affordability problem, senators opted to ease the fines for
going without coverage from
the levels Baucus originally
prnpused. The industry says that
onty,let' people postpone
get*? Coverage until they get
sick

News in Brief
State senator pushing hemp fanning
\IN(,1(),.. K).,Ari - A Kentucky state senator plans to

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger Times
TOY RUN: A couple of participants in the 19th annual Toy
Run held by Westem Distnct 7 and Bikers of Calloway
County depart from Wal-Mart Saturday afternoon.

•Campus test ...
From Front
ture." Henley, D-Murray. saiti.
"There were 15 projects
approved, but the Paducah
building was not one of those.
Nor was any other Murray State
project."
Blame a bad economy. Henley
pointed out that the move does
not mean that any or all the recommended
projects
will
approved by the legislature for
funding.
"We have very link, if any,
bonding capacity left and we
have no ready money at all,"
Henley added. "We're hoping
that we won't have to make fur-

UK student robbed on campus, advisory issued

ther cuts to the state budget. but
that might be necessary."
MSU President Randy Dunn
said this morning that he was
grateful for the committee's
efforts.
—This approval and strong
ranking for the final building of
our new science campus is
indicative of the legislature's
commitment to finally complete
this project," Dunn said. "We
are grateful for the leadership on
the committee and to our local
leaders Rep. Melvin Henley and
Sen. Ken Winters for their push
to bring this state-of-the-art
facility to fruition for our students:*

▪ Boggess Lecture ...
industnes and hospitals. This is

From Front
hope thai word is getting
Cobb said. "WKMS has
doing spots and we've
sending out flyers to

out.been
been
local

lead a group ot farmers from the Bluegrass State to Canada to
study industrial hemp farming.
State Sen. Joey Pendleton. D-Hopkinsville. has introduced a bill
tor the 2010 session to legalize industrial hemp in Kentucky as a
cash crop and a source for alternative fuels.
Pendleton told The Lexington Herald-Leader that the time is
right to cash in on hemp. since the plant is already legal for
research purposes in Kentucky. along with seven other states. but
is untried due to federal barriers
Industnal hemp IN used in alternative automobile fuels and in
such products as paper. cloths. cosmetics. and carpet. Because ot
current federal law. all hemp included in products sold in the
United States must be imported.
Pendleton's push LUDIC% as federal legislation decriminalizing
hemp has been filed. The Kentucky proposal would require people
wanting to grow or process industnal hemp be licensed by the
state Depanment of Agriculture.
The legislation would require criminal history checks of growers
and would require sheriffs to monitor and randomly test industrial
hemp fields.

LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — The University of Kentut.ky has
issued a safety advisory after an armed robbery on campus.
UK Police said a student was robbed by a man with a knife near
the Student Center on the Lexington campus shortly' before 9 p.m.
Sunday.
The student gave the robber his money and personal iterns arid
the man tled.
Lexington police brought in a K-9 unit to help search. but the
robber wasn't immediately apprehended.
The student wasn't hurt.
WKYT-TV in Lexington reported the suspect was described as a
white male. mid to late 30's. with dark shoulder-length hair and a
full beard.

3 dead after weekend crash near Glasgow
GLASGOW. Ky. tAPi - - Authorities have released the names ot
three people killed in a weekend traffic crash near Glasgow.
WBKO-TV in Bowling Green reported the victims were 67-yearold Billy Calvert of Austin. 3I-year-old Joel Read ll of Glasgow
and 21-year-old Felicia Humphrey of Edmonton.
The crash occurred on U.S. 3I-E Saturday aftemoon.
'The station reported the Barren County Sheriff's Office investigated the crash and concluded Calvert's pickup truck crossed the
tenter line and struck Read's car head-on.
Humphrey was a passenger in Read's vehicle.

an opportunity to hear a nationally known figure. 'There will

Murrayan faces burglary, other charges

also be a reception afterward if
people want to meet him."

MSU name change ...
TV production — are accredited
by the Accrediting Council for
The four majors in the depart- ..„,Edaication in
Journalism and
,
journalWilikireigtC.oniniunications. The
sirmtalboirAtions
-NlifirorlialeVIWe• L• iepaqtaienl win have its
.
iournalism, public relations and six-year review in October.

From Front

•"ant

Staff Report
Burglary in the Third Degree.
At
approximately
3:20 Assault in the Third Degree
Monday morning. the Murray (police officer) and Fleeing or
Police Department responded to Evading
Police in the First
a call of an alleged burglary at
Degree. He was transported to
Martha's Restaurant. Upon
arrival Officer Jay Herndon the Calloway County Jail.
reported finding a subject in the vvhere was lodged. The incident
IS under investigation *id no
Brian Hammons, 36, was other information was a;ailable
arrested and charged with before press time.

DIABETIC
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CENTER
Do You Qualify
For Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare
Part B and Supplemental
Insurance you may be
eligible for
DIABETIC SHOES
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NO COST TO YOU.

Call for
Information
,210:153•8055j
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War against terror
must not be lost
Gen. Stanley McChrystal.
President Obama's personal
choice to lead U.S. and coalition fon:es and operations m
Afghanistan, has officially made
rexiuest for between 30.000
and 44).(XX) additional troops.
He asserts that without this
troop infusion, we run a very
real nsk of failing to meet our
military
objectives
in
Afghanistan, failing to defeat
the Taliban and Al Qaecia, and
ranting the hope of providing
a stable enough atmosphere
that the Afghan military and
police can eventually assume
control of their internal security iuid defend against external threats.
McChrystal is not alone in
this request. Gen. David
Petraeus. the bnlliant architect
and manager of the United
States' successful "surge" in
Iraq who now commands United States Central Command.
has attached his name to the
growing list of supporters for
the troop increase request.
The Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. Adm. Mike
Mullen, has also indicated that
more troops will be needed to
avoid failure in Afghanistan.
Avoiding failure on this front
is a non-negotiable. Such a
failure. in both military and
political terrns, would be catastrophic to Amencan interests
at home and abroad. !Such a
scenario would likely' include
a revitalized Taliban and Al
Qaeda that are ceded strategic
territory in which to thrive,
train and plot.
Just as importantly, it would
give these murderous thugs the
type of public relations victory they have been seeking since
the September II attacks -similar to their failed effort to
bog down and cause a hasty
retreat of U.S. !roops in Iraq.
President Obarna, it is time
to listen to your field generals over liberal Washington
politicos, just as you did in
February of this year when
you approved an initial increase
of 21,000 troops. President
Obama, it is now time to give
Gen. McChrystal the troops he
needs to get the Job done.
There is no doubt that sending our brave men and women
into harm's way is one of the
most difficult decisions a pres-

'dent has to
make_
No one
should cnticize
the
president for
taking a few
weeks
to
thoroughly
review this
latest
Making
request
-Sense
especially in
By Michael
light of our
Reagan
numerous
Syndicated
obligations
Columnist
throughout
the globe which have stretched
our troops and their equipment
quite thin recently. A troop
increase of this magnitude
requires consideration and longterm planning.
However, in this case, I am
concerned that the president is
weighing not only the military
calculations, but that. due to
his political party's internal politics, he is also being forced
to weigh the intra-Democratic
Party political consequences of
his decisions at a time when
liberal voters, interest groups
and political operations are
gearing up for the critical 2010
mid-term elections.
President °barna owes much
of his success in the primary:
elections to his early opposition to the Iraq War. and the
loyalty that gave him from the
anti-war left.
Now some of that block are
trying to collect on a conflict
where not long ago President
Obarna told us, "the world cannot afford the price that will
come due if Afghanistan slides
back into chaos."
There are no easy decisions
when waging a war. Right now
though, President Obama has
personally talked with the commanding officer in Afghanistan
on!y once in the 70 days Gen.
McChrystal has been in command, and I can guess how
that stacks up against conversations with his party's vocal
left-wing.
There may not be easy decisions. but the best decision our
president could make right now
is to turn that ratio inside out
so that he can start making
the right decisions to win this
war and bring our troops home
with victory.
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Sour grapes and poisonous politics
WASHINGTON(AP) — Vitriol and invective stain American political history. but falseBy STEVEN R . HURST
hoods. half-truths and innuendo now spread with the speed
drew the South Carolina Repubof light across partisan air- Annville. Pa.
Ai Meredith College in lican a rebuke from the HOUSC.
WaVeti and the Internet — the
din drowning out the country's Raleigh, N.C., Clyde Frazier but, tellingly, supporters quicksaid, ''It is nasty and getting ly began donating heavily to
moderate political center.
Countless Internet blogs have nastier." While he believes his political war chest.
Not long afterward Rep. Alan
taken on the administration of Arnencan history is littered with
the first African-American pres- dirtier political periods and nas- Grayson. D-Fla., took the House
ident. claiming — falsely — tier claims among politicians, floor to attack minonty Repubthat Barack Obama isn•t an Frazier, also a political scien- licans on health care. declarAmerican citizen. is a secret tist, sees today's climate part- ing. "The Republicans want
Muslim, is a socialist. wants ly the result of the "media cul- you to die quickly if you get
to establish death panels to ture. Vitriol seems to sell. If sick." A Republican congressdecide when elderly Americans you are telling people the end man quickly drafted a call for
would no longer receive med- of the world is at hand. they Grayson's reprimand. hut the
matter was later dropped.
ical care and be allowed to watch."
From the lectern at the White
Partisan political pundits
die. The list is long.
Most recently. a partisan House bnefing room. press sec- took both events and ran with
furor blew up when Obama retary Robert Gibbs routinely them, conservative Republicans
won the Nobel Peace Prize. bemoans what he sees as the praising Wilson's courage as libRepublican national chairman negative slant on coverage of erals voiced shock over his
Michael Steele set the tone. Obama by the conservative Fox lack of respect. Grayson took
praise and heat from opposite
declining that giving the prize News cable television outlet.
While
Americans
once ends of the political spectrum.
to the U.S. commander in chief
"Political animosity' has
showed "how. meaningless a sought news from media outonce honorable and respected lets that aimed for objectivity. become professionalized," said
many are now turning to sources Frazier, specifically mentionaward has become.Obama's
predecessor. that reinforce their political ing talk radio's ultraconservaGeorge W. Bush. was not viewpoints. including the con- tive Rush Limbaugh. who openimmune, nor was former Pres- servative Fox News and the ly calls for the failure of the
ident Bill Clinton. But today liberal MSNBC on cable tele- Obama presidency. Fox News'
the volume of screeching par- vision and the exploding blo- Glertn Beck says Obama is a
tisanship is cleaving the Amer- gosphere that ranges across the racist.
The revival of bitter partiican electorate. perhaps as political spectrum.
The heated partisan atmos- sanship has built quickly and
deeply as at any time since
the Civil War a century and a phere produced a staggering steadily since the nation unitbreak with decorum last month ed behind Bush in the afterhalf ago.
"The environment is much when a member of the House math of the Sept. II. 2001.
more extreme today because of Representatives shouted out terrorist attacks on the United
of the level of public involve- •"You lie!" as Obama spoke to States. It was quickly discovment. the level of incivility a joint session of Congress, ered that his rationale for going
among both the political elite extolling his efforts to over- to war in Iraq — claims that
and the public... said Chris haul the American health care Saddam Hussein had weapons
of mass destruction — was
Dolan, a political scientist at system.
Rep. Joe Wilson's outburst untrue and the temporary unity
Lebanon Valley College in

AP NEWS AN kLYSIS

dissolved.
"It's a hard thing to stop
and it is escalating" each time
Republicans or Democrats cede
power in the capital. said Jack
Holmes. political sc,ence professor at Hope College in Holland. Mich.
Is there away out?
"At a certain point the public well demand an end. say
'we want this to stop,"' said
Holmes. "The public has to
demand it and will start judging political leaders accordingly."
A signal moment arose when
°barna came under attack from
opponents when he planned an
Internet address at the start of
the school year to encourage
students to work hard and stay
in school. He was accused.
before the very moderate and
apolitical address, of wanting
to indoctrinate pupils and students with his alleged "socialist" ideals. He left the doom sayers with red faces.
Frazier said a retum to unity
or at least a willingness to
compromise can only happen
around the president. the country's most visible and powerful symbol. Given that, he said
at first. that he believed a modicum of bipartisanship would
only take hold if the United
States again faced an extraordinary external threat, such as
Sept. 11.
On reflection, he was more
optimistic. but not much: "1
don't think that we are hopelessly stuck in this nasty place.
I don't really think there is
anything we can do, but I do
think it's possible that the nastiness will run its course.**

LEkER &TIMES Tips on how not to get swine flu
1001 Whitnell Ase.• Murras, 10* 42071-1C40
Phone (270) 75.3-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927

urray

By Will Durst
Cagle New Service
Well, look at thc time. Areni
we expecting the Return of the
Bride of the Son of the Swine
Flu pretty soon'?
That's nght. It's Baaaaack
and this time, it's personal.
Scientists predict the virus will
be worse this swing through
the Northem Hemisphere, but
come on. no matter how bad
it gets, it's still not going to
he 1919.
After all. our public watersupply systems have undergone
a bit of an upgrade over the
last 90 years.
"Now. With Less Dysentery!" Of course. with the return
of the HINI virus, (don't want
to disparage our proud American pork producers) we are
mere nanoseconds away from
being inundated with literally

three tons of articles on how
not to contract it.
So, let me assist by being
the first to throw out a quick
purview.
Top 10 Tips on How Not
To Get The Swine Flu: A Public Service by Durstco:
• Wash your hands. If soap
and water aren't available, use
an alcohol-based rub. SingleMalt Scotch should do the
trick. Keep that larynx clean
as well
• Wear a mask. If you can't
find one of those scrub masks,
use a Halloween mask. What's
a pandemic without a little
fun? A Secretary of the Treasury Timothy Geithner mask
might prove effective enough
to frighten the swine flu away.
•Cover your nose and mouth
with a tissue when you cough

4.0C11i1,11

Opinions expressed on the Forum page de
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.

or sneeze. Throw the tissue in
the trash after you use it, or
collect them and construct a
sort of swine shnne. Or wipe
the doorknob and garage door
handle of that annoying radical neighbor of yours.
• Drink plenty of fluids.
Preferably domestic beer. Or
Single Malt Scotch. Didn't we
just talk about how alcohol
inhibits bacteria growth'?
• Throw everything out.
No, everything. Clutter causes
confusion. And as any medical expert will tell you. confusion leads to the flu.
• Sleep is good. Try to find
a way. to sleep at work. A
rested employee is not a communicable employee.
• The CDC recommends a
seasonal flu vaccine. As a matter of fact. try to stockpile as
many drugs as you. can.
Flush your body with drugs
and environmentally friendly
antimicrobials.
And Single Malt Scotch. Safe

and easy and practical to use..
• Wear light colors. No.
wait, that's for heat advisories.
But still applies to the flu.
because that way we can see
all the various effluvia accumulating on peoples' clothing
and know whom to avoid.
• Stay away from sick people. In other words, don't watch
Glen Beck.
• Avoid touching your eyes.
nose and mouth. And arms and
feet and hair. And shoes and
surfaces and fabrics. Get nude.
Repeat after me. "Naked is
safe.
Naked in the bathnxim is
safer. Naked in the tub curled
into a fetal position covered
with a hypoallergenic salve is
safest."
Win Durst is a San Francisco-based political comic who
writes sometimes. This. is one
of them.
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Feinstein: Afghanistan miuion in jeopardy

WASHINGTON (AP) -I he I one'al tor Mrs Brenda Young Wyatt was
today (Monday r at Saying the U.S mission in
II
in the chapel of 1.H. Churchill Funeral Horne.
Bro. Wayne Afghanistan is: in "senotis jeopt'arter and BR). Mlatthew Williams officiated.
ardy," the head of the Senate
Attive pallbearers were Tatmer Wyatt, Gary Green,
Michael Intelligence Committee says
Morton, Kenny Hale. Elvin Crouse, Tommy Melvin,
Rob Darnell, more troops are needed to comBill Cnck and Tommy Dan Story. Honorary gmups
were members bat an increasingly potent
of Kirksey High School Cla.ss of 1957, Auditonum
Sunday School Tal ban.
Class ot West Fork Baptist Church, and Dan Miller.
M.D., and staff.
Democratic Sen. Dianne
Bunal was in the West Fork Bapust Church Cemetery.
Feinstein's N ROWS on the issue
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway are more closely
aligned with
County Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
those of keyi Republicans than
Mrs. Wyatt, 69. Buttenvorth Road. Murray, died Fnday.
Oct. 9, members of her own pru-ty,
2009, at 2:30 p.m. at the home of her daughter, Stephanie
including Sen. Carl Levin,
Wyatt.
She retired with the Calloway County School Board of Education chairman of
Senate Armed
a school bus driver after 28 years of service. not only loyal
to her Services Committee He wants
work, but a loyal supporter of the Calloway County School
to hold off on new troops pendSystem
She was a member of West Fork Baptist Church and of
the 1957 ing revision of U.S. strategy for
gtaduating class of Kit-ksey High School.
Afghanistan.
Born Nov. 28, 1939, in Highland Park. Mich.. she was the
"I'm saying at this time.
daughter of the late Henryi Martin Younc and Bronzie Chnstenberry don't send more
combat troops."
Young.
said Levin, D-Mich., who wants
Survivors include her husband. Waburn Wyatt to whom she was the emphasis to be on strengthmanied Nov. 24, 1957; one daughter, Stephanie Wyatt, Murray; two ening Afghanistan's own
army
SMS, Kerry Wyatt imd wife,
Rachel, Paoli. Ind., and Terry Wyatt and and national police forces so
wife, Kim, Murray; one brother, Larry Dale Young and wife. Joy. they can bear a greater share
of
Kirksey; brother-in-law, Walter Wyatt; two grandchildren, Bndget the secunty burden.
Swatzell and Tanner Wyatt, both of Murray., several nieces and
But Feinstein, D-Calif..
nephews.
whose post gives her access to
sensitive information about the
AP ,
war's progress, said Sunday that
delaying the reinforcements also In this file photo, head of U.S and NATO forces in Afghanistan, U S. Gen Stanley IVICChrystal,
puts the forces already. in right, shakes hands with a Manne before boarding a military plane at the Camp LeatherneCk
Afghanistan at greater nsk. She base in the southern province of Helmand, Afghanistan.
•
pointed to an Oct. 3 battle in vote. Proclamation of a winner sonnet.
tie also said key points Iraq to Afghanistan.
nonheastern Afghanistan in has been delayed pending a par- in
McChrystal's 66-page assessRepublicans argued that
which eight U.S. soldiers were tial recount by the U.N.-backed ment
of the situation in Obama would be making a •
WASHINGTON (AP)- A distress: Applications for Social killed during rut enemy attack on Electoral
Complaints Afghanistan have been lost in major mistake if he doesn't
distressed economy is widely Secunty retirement benefits are their remote outpost.
Commission. This morning one the noisy debate over the right quickly answer McChrystal's
blamed for President George up 23 percent from last year, a
"We didn't have the ability to of the twosAfghans on the com- number
of additional troops and call for more troops.
H.W. Bush's re-election defeat much larger jump than in other defend them, and nowi the base mission resigned, citing interfer- how quickly
they need to be
Senate Minonty Leader •
is closing, and effectively we're ence by foreigners on the com- sent.
in 1992, and a decade earlier. for recessions.
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.. said .'
retreating
away
the loss of 26 House seats in
from
it," she mission.
The surge is due to a rush of
•"He also says deliberate,- that a request by Obama for
midterm elections by Ronald baby boomers filing for early said.
Obarna's military command- Levin said of McChrystal's more troops in Afghanistan `
The diverging opinions came ers are pressing him to escalate review. 'Take
Reagan's Republicans.
retirement. Signing up for Social
the right amount would have broad support from
Yet in both instances reces- Secunty benefits as early as age as President Barack Mama and the war despite slipping U.S. of time to think this thing Senate Republicans.
McC'ontiell • .
sion had already ended or was 62 can be an immediate source his war council wrestle with support for the fight. Army Gen. through. And he also says that also acknowledged
Afghanistan, .
how
many
more
troops
might be Stanley McChrystal, the top what is even more important President Hamid
winding down.
of income for laid-off older
Karzai's govIt's a point not lost on workers, but it's also a troubling needed in the 8-year-old U.S. commander in Afghanistan, than numbers is the resolve."
ernment is nfe with corruption. ,
Afghanistan conflict. Key to the is believed to have presented
President Barack Obama's sign of the scarcity of jobs.
The eventual plan needs to
-There's no question that this
White House or Democrats
Despite some signs of recov- deliberations are whether to Obama with a range of options. include more U.S. trainers to is a flawed administration," ,
focus
the
fighting
more
narrowheaded into next year's midterm ery, the economy remains fragfrom adding as few as 10,000 make Afghan secunty forces McConnell said of Karazi's govly on al-Qaida or more broadly troops to -- the general's prefer- more effective,
elections.
ile. Consumer spending Levin said. emment.
ence -- as many as 40,000. There also needs to be a way to
The stock market may be up, which powers two-thirds of eco- on Taliban insurgents.
"But remember. this is about,,
Complicating Obama's deci- There are already about 68,000 persuade Taliban
U.S. service industries tnay be nomic output - remains weak.
fighters to protecting the United States of
sion
rue
allegations
of
fraud
in
Amencan forces in Afghanistan. switch sides. he said. calling the Amenca. We know that this hasrecovenng, banks may be lend- Yet the widespread view among
Levin said a better bluepnnt current shortage of Afghan been a haven for terrorists in the',
ing again and housing prices economists is that the recession Afghanistan's August election.
way
ahead
in forces an "Achilles' heel."
holding. But one major piece of has ended and that the economy in which a preliminary. tally for the
past and we don't want to let it',
the recovery puzzle is still miss- grew in the just-ended third showed President Hamid Kauai Afghanistan is even more
Levin also said needed equip- become a haven for terrorists'
winning
about
54
percent
of
the
important than additional per- ment needs to be moved from again."
ing: a bnghter employment pic- quarter
ture.
So how can it be over if
Job losses are expected to things are still so bad?
continue at least into the middle
A recession is most simply
of next year. likely driving the defined as a period when the
WASHINGTON (AP) - numbers of additional troops demanding a precipitate with- of those people who feel
I have.
unemployment rate above 10 gross ckunestic product falls for Secretary of State Hillary into a country where violence drawal while
others believe to have my face in front of the •
percent fi-om 9.8 percent last at least two quarters. It had been Rodham Clinton say.s she thinks has recently surged.
there should be a substantial newspaper and TV every day ... ,
rnonth. It could take three or doing that since the July- President Barack Obatna was
"I think that the pres.ident infusion of forces.
It's just the way I am."
four more years for it to fall to September quarter of 2008, awarded the Nobel Peace F'rize makes each decision on the mer"Neither extreme is really
"My. goal is to be a very posnormal levels.
although
most economists because of "his attitude toward its." she said in the interview focused on the situation, as we itive force to Implement the kind
The longest and deepest believe the GDP has now Amenca's role in the world."
taped during her visit to Zurich, are." Clinton told interviewer of changes that the president and
downturn since the Great reversed course and rose in the
"His willingness to really Switzerland. She said the Nobel Ann Curry.
I believe are in the best interest .
Depression has claimed 7.2 mil- past few months.
kind of challenge everyone ... award is "not going to influAsked about speculation that, of country. but that doesn't mean
lion jobs since it began in
The Business Cycle Dating restores a kind of image and ence" the tough decisions intentionally or otherwise, she it has to be
me. me, me all the
December 2007. Analysts figure Committee of the National appreciation of our country," Obama faces on Afghanistan.
now projects too low a profile in time. I like lifting people up."
750.000 rnore jobs could disap- Bureau of Economic Research is Clinton said in an NBC "Today"
"Every one of those deaths heading up the U.S. diplomatic
She answered "no- bluntly
pear over the next six months.
generally seen as the authorita- show
interview
broadcast and all of the injuries of any our establishment, Clinton called - but smilingly. -- when asked.,
If you add in people who tive arbiter for dating U.S. reces- Monday.
men and women in uniforrn that charge "absurd" and said it if she would ever run again for
have stopped looking for work, sions. It takes other things into
Clinton said she didn't think weigh heavily on all us," is "so at vanance with what I do president.
or who are working part time account besides GDP. including winning thc award would have Clinton said. "I want to guaran- every day."
"This is a great job," Clinton
when they want a full-time job. employment levels, real person- any effect on Obama's dellbera- tee all your listeners that this
"Maybe there is some misun- said.'This is a 24/7 job. and I'm
the unemployment rate is a al income, industnal production, tions over what to do next in process will result in a very well derstanding
which needs to be looking forward to retirement at'
whopping !7 percent, according and wholesale and retail sales.
Afghanistan, including the ques- thought-out approach." She said clarified," she said. "I believe in some point."
to the L,abor Department.
It dated the beginning of the tion of whether to send large she recognizes some are delegating power ... I am not one
"If you've got an effective current recession as December
unemployment rate of 17 per- 2007- arid hasn't yet called an
cent and if this goes on for any end.
length of tirne, a year or more,
Economists agree that unemBELFAST, Northern lrelimd tong balked at imposing new. port for sanctions and other North Korea to abaridon
nuclear
then evetyone's cushion will run ployment is a lagging indicator (AP)- U.S. Secretary of State sanctions on Iran
if it fails to penalties should Iran continue to weapons, the officials said.
out." said Republican consultant and can remain high long after a Hillary Rodham Clinton travels come clean about its
suspect refuse by the end of the year, the
Negotiators from the two
Ftich Galen. "'There are going to recession is pronounced over, to Russia today hoping to win nuclear program, although officials
said.
countries are racing to reach
be senous implications. cultural- continuing to inflict pain on Moscow's backing for a strong Medvedev hinted the Russian
In addition to Iran, Clinton agreement on a successor to the
ly and politically."
those still out of work or womed stance on Iran's nuclear program position might be shifting after will bnng a wide array of other 1991
Strategic Arms Reduction
Galen said it's understand- about their jobs. That why it's and looking for progress on a Tehran disclosed a previously issues to Moscow, including
Treaty. or START I. and Clinton
able that Republicans would use hard for such workers to under- new arms control pact.
secret uranium enrichment site arms control, missile defense wants to underscore the urgency
the state of the economy to stand how the recession can be
American officials say Iran near the holy city of Qom.
and cooperation on convincing of the talks, they said.
pound Obama and Democrats deemed over.
will be at or near the top of
But U.S. officials believe it
who control Congress.
At some point, continued job Clinton's agenda when she will be a hard sell to convince
Still, "it's not something we losses could easily push the meets Russian President Dtnitry the Russians on fresh penalties
should either make fun of, be economy. back into negative ter- Medvedev and Foreign Minister since Iran agreed to allow U.N.
amused by or play politics ritory, for a "double-dip" reces- Sergey Lavrov on Tuesday. She inspectors to visit the Qom site
plans to push for Russian sup- and has agreed, in principle, to
with," he said.
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Murray Main Street plans
annual membership dinner

Residents
receive
award

Murray Main Street will have its Ilth
annual membership dinner on Monday, Oct.
26. at 6 p.m. at the Robert O. Miller
Conference Center, 201 South 4th St.,
Murray.
Ticket price is $15 per person and space Ls
limited. Reservationa should be made by (kt.
20 by calling 759-9474.

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

4-H Geology Club will meet

4-H Geology and Geo-Caching club will
meet Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m. The club
will sponsor Rock Hunt on Oct. 24 from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Delta Department will meet

Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Cub will ineet
Wednesday at 3 p.m. (note change of time) at the club house
for a ,
short business meeting. Members are asked to bring orders
for the
special pmmotion. The group will then lease for H.O.R.S.E.S at
Photo by Terry LAW Farr Burners Club
1210 Wadesboro Rd., Dexter, for the program by Joy Winebarger. HOMEMAKER WEEK: Pictured. seated is Calloway County Judge Executive
Larry Elkins
founder.
signing the proclamation designating the week of Oct. 11-17 as Kentucky
Extension
Homemaker Week To become a member of any of the 11 clubs or to receive educational
TOPS meeting Thesday
homemaker matenals by mail. call the Calloway County Extension
Office at 753-1452_
Murray Chapter of TOPS 41616 will meet Tuesday fmm 9 to 10 Pictured, standing, from left, are Dorothy Cook,
LaDawn Hale, Calloway County Extension
a.m. at First Chnstian Church. Visitors are welcome. For informa- agent for Family & Consumer
Sciences, Linda Passalacoua. Kitty Davis, Sue Williarns, Martha
tion call Sheila at 227-1723.
Butterworth and Judi Little, president of the Calloway County Homemakers
.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road. Murray. The public is invited.

Al-Anon meeting 'Iliesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or fnend.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

Republican Party will meet
The Calloway County (GOP) Republican Party will meet tonight
(Monday) at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library, 710
Main St., Murray. The agenda includes final planning and preparation for the annual fall picnic to be held Saturday, Oct. 24. The meeting is open to all conservatives in Calloway County.

Clean Air meeting Tuesday
Clean Air Murray meeting will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Gatti's
Pizza(one of the recent smoke-fnse restaurants). The public is invited to attend.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet

Murr-ty Star Chapter No. 437k Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the Masonic Lodge building. Ky. Hwy. 121
North. Murray. Food and fellowship will be at 6:30 p.m. and the
meeting will start at 7:30 p.m. For information on membership call
Betty' Kunkel at 489-2333. Cookbooks are available by calling Sybil
Lasater at 753-4530.

Angel Alert issued

DAR Founders Tea scheduled Oct. 24
JACKSON. Tenn. — The
Daughters
of
American
Revolution Founders Day Tea,
held annually in chapters across
the country, will be at Jackson
on Saturday. Oct. 24, at 2 p.m.
The JacksonMadison Chapter
will host this tea at First
Presbyterian Church Memorial
Hall. "Ttiis year guests from
across West Tennessee and
beyond will be our guests as we
welcome over 20 new members
into the chapter and recognize
two 25 year members." said
Jackie Utley, regent.
This event celebrates the
founding of the Daughters of the
American Revolution which
took place on Oct. 11, 1890.
The Jackson Madison chapter
was founded in 1901.
DAR is a non-profit, non-

political volunteer women's
service organization dedicated
to promoting patriotism, preserving American history. and
securing
America's future
through better education for
children. DAR members voluntees more than 60,003 hours
annually' to veteran patients,
award over $150,000 in scholarships and financial aid each year
to students, and support schools
for the underprivileged with
arumal donations exceeding one
million dollars.
"One of the most elaborate
teas ever to be held in W'est
'Tennessee is being planned,"
Jackie added. Music from the
1890's will be performed by
Leah Ashby of Jackson. The
menu has been researched by
nationally recogniz,ed food his-

Need Line receives
1,019 applications

Dunng the month of September, Murray-Calloway County Nee,cl
Line received 1.019 applications for help, according to Tonia Casey,
executive director. Last month the number of applications was 947.
These included 940 for food: 73 for utilities; 26 for rent; ti for
medication and medical transportation; 271 for personal and
hygiene products; 82 for unemployed; 725 for inadequate income,
Working car needed
23 for money management: 1 for transient; 5 for homeless; 183 for
A single parent with three children is in need of a car in good August number of children per week on the Back-Pack Program.
working condition If you have a car you would be willing to donate,
Need Line is low on the following items:
contact Julie Stone of the Murray Family Resource Youth Service
Green beans, tuna, spinach, carrots, mixed veggies, pork &
Center at 759-9592.
beans, macaroni and cheese, crackers, soup, tarnales, chili, pinto and
northern bearis, instant potatoes, spaghetti sauce and spaghetti. and
salmon for the pantry; eggs, veggies and fruit, hot dogs and rnilk for
Lodge 728 plans meeting
Woodmen of World Lodge 728 wiil meet tonight (Monday) at 6 the freezer/cooler; dish liquid, bar soap, toilet paper. tooth paste,
p.m. at WOW building, 330 Lowry Dr. with Wally Miller and Dot baby diapers size 4 and 5, tooth bnishes MI children and adults. and
shampoo for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies; Poptarts, sinMcNabb as hostesses.
gle serve size cereal boxes and pudding cups, and lunch SiZt brown
paper bags for Back-Pack Program for children. Also large brown
Support group will meet
paper
bags are needed.
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight(Monday)at
These may be taken to the Need Line office at 638 South 4th St..
7 p.m. For more information contact Stephanie Cunningham at 753Murray', from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Fnday.
6646.
Thursday. Oct. 15, will be the Senior Commodity Food Program
Plck up day from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Need Line buildEast Council will meet
ing.
East Calloway Elementary School Based Decision Making
Need Line Board meeting will be Monday. Oct. 19, at 12:30 p.m.
Council will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the teacher's lounge.
at the Need Line building.
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity of Murray State University will be
Tickets for show available
collecting locally for food on Saturday, Nov. 7, with all food to be
Tickets for the Harlem Wizards Basketball Team playing the donated to Mun-ay-Calloway County Need Line.
Laker Legends at Calloway County High School gym on Thursday.
Oct. 22, at 6:30 p.m. will be on sale in front of Wal-Mart on Sunday.
Oct. 18, from noon to 4 p.m. Tickets are $8 for students and senior
citizens and $10 for adults. They will be $10 and $12 at the door.
Ages 2 and under are free.
An Angel Alert for an electric clothes dryer for a family with
three children has been issued. Anyone willing to donate one is
asked to call the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 7627333.

Ladies of the

Oaks

Alzheimer's Group to meet Tuesday
Alzheimer•s Support Group of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of the
hospital. Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social worker and coordinator of
the group, invites all interested persons to attend. For more information call Ragsdale at 762-1296,

Fundraiser is scheduled
A Cookie Dough Fundraiser meeting for the Calloway County
High School Boys Basketball teams will be Tuesday at 5:40 p.m. in
the media center of ttie high school. All middle and high school parents and athletes are urged to attend. There will be a short backboard
club meeting immediaeely following the fundraiser meeting.

If YOU HAVEAN
EVENT YOU'D
LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE CALI
USAT
753-11116

The Ladies of the Oak,
Country Club held their regularscheduled
ly
golf
on
Wednesday.()et. 7.
A fun scramble was played
with Carolyn Greenfield and
Judy Hooper as hostesses.
Winners were Judy Hoper.
Shirley Jenstrom. Kitty Steele.
Carolyn Greenfield and Cynthia
Darnall.
The regularly scheduled golf
play will be Wednesday at 9:30
a.m. with Cynthia Darnall and
Patsy Woodall as hostesses.

SEARCY, Ark.
John and
Marsha Dale ot
Murray
received
Distinguished
a
Chnstian Service aweu-d at the
86th Annual Lectureship at
Harding University in Searcy.
Ark.. Sept. 29.
John was honored for his 36
years ot preaching at the
Glendale Road Church of Christ
in Murray and for his work on
behalf of Christian higher edt)
cation and leadership in ciy•ic
affairs.
Marsha was honored for her
work AS coofdinator of the
infant nursery at church and for
her lengthy service as an
employee at Murray Pediatrics.
Harding had a record enrollment this year of more than
6.64X) students from all 50 states
and 49 foreign countries. It is
the largest private university in
Arkansas and attracts more
National Merit Scholars than
any other private university in
the state. Harding also maintains campuses in Australia.
Chile.
England.
France/Switzerland, Greece.
Italy and Zambia.

torian Terry Ford of Ripley. The
flowers and tablescape are being
designed by former Jacksonian
Bill Holland of Memphis,
whose great-grandmother was
the first regent of this chapter in
I 901.
Interested guests are welcome
•
to attend this event. For reservations or additional information,
contact Jackie Utley' at 731-6685409 or regent@danackson- .•
madison.org.
•
•

Hickory Woods
Retlrem•nt Center

MIAPPE1111MISS
hy Anotta Peeler
We've had a great week of gospel
preaching & singing' We've had so mans
good speakers and %Inger, Si John's
Baptist Chursh Choir kicked ott our
gospel week on Sunday We love the
enthusiasm they put in their songs You
hardls keep from tapping your toes
and clapping your hands while they sing
Robert Papareski. youth leader. front
Locust Grove Baptisi Church in Cadiz
was our first speaker He IS ‘uct an inspiration for young people. nen "old peePk
Bro Alan Trull from M•NOfi'S Chapel
Methodist Church came out on Tuesday
Elijah Balentine from Dexter Pentecostal
(lunch spoke to US 011Wednesdas
On Thursday. Roxanne Kaler anti the
Morgan Family performed for us They
are four very, talented young people who
play all kinds or instruments and Roxanne
is a fantastic singer
lenise and Mitzi are always it-sing to be
Treatise so we played Bible Bingii
Thursday afternoon We esen used poker
chips on our Bingo t ards We had fun and
we learned some things about tbc Bible in
the process. so I don't think God mans
all
We spent Fnday afternoon bowling in
our 14'n Bowling League with the Murrat
State students
Todd Walker. Danny Clailxirric Ri•y
Flawkins & Paul Morrow niembers ot thc
'Holy Ground.' Quartet Irian Glendale
Road Church of Chnst sung for us on
Fndas Then on Friday night the
Mennonite Harmony Singers sung for us
Happy Rwthday, go out to Cos
Hardcastle arid Sadie Nell Fulton We celebrated Sathe's birthday with a display of
all of her handmade crafts
Vi'e'sc had a full week of entertainment
and fun We'll rest and he ready to go
again Gel' Meek
...Nothing else Mob or feet! like home
best we come close
S4 Utterback Rd • Murray, ks
Phone. 12701754-S1V • 1-MR-231-S014

•••
• •
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Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

Tamsyn Garner
•
& Clayton Vertees
•
Jessica Swann
& Glenn Timmons
Ashley Fannin
& Todd Grooms
Kiana Jackson
& Chns Pearson
.g
Erica Anderson
& Matthew Yezerski
•:•
Jennifer King
& David Sevilla
•
Rachel Davis
& Nathan Martin

•

Rebecca Cripps
& James Ramsey
•
•
Mary Gandy
& Alan Chase
•
•
Anne Marie Dunlap
1
•
& Ross Jones
•
•
DeAnna Larnpkins
• & John Dale Tidwell
•
•
Courtney Frame
&
Derek
Hixon
•
Ashlee Lehrmarin
& Nathia Whitley
Ciesi Broughton
& Tracy Ballard
•
Jennifer Bleckler
& Morgan O'Boyle
You may purchase online at
tem,rintagerose.com
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University Square
12th Street • Murray
(2701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2
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Revive '09

"Come be reignited in your relationship with Christ"

Sunday,October 11
at 11 WM.& 4 p.m.

Monday-Wednesday
at 7 p.m. nightly

CI A

Special Guest Evangelist - Rev. Tim Cole
Uplifting worship and praise each service!
Nursery Provided
Everyone is welcome to join us for these special services at
West Fork Baptist, where "God's Heart is Our Mission"

) 3 Movies & Large One (r,
Topping Domino's PiZZa
For

VIDEO GOLD
1304 CHESTNUT ST.• MURRAY •

FAT
DOINe
HERE

Fro*
nollveryf

759-4944 /
1
4r.

5179 State Route 121 N., Murray< Kentucky • 270-578-0115
www.westforkbaptist.com
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le years ago
Published is A picture of
Richard Cottrell of Murray showing tux catch of the day as he
svaS fishing from Bea Creek Bridge
at Murray-Calloway County Park
The photo wiui by Staft Photographer Bernard Kane
Michael D Wilson of Murray
has completed all the requirements for Certification Safety Professional (CSPi
Births repored include a gfrl
to Shane and Lon Moms. Oct
5, and a boy to Mark and D'Anna Salim. Oct I()
Murray State University Racers won 62-14 over the University of Tennessee at Martin in a
football game played at MSU
Roy Stewart Stadium
io years ago
Publtshed is a picture of Peggy
Billington, executive thrector of
Calloway County' Chapter of the
Amencan Red Cross. Donald
Jones. board director, and Ruth,
board secretary'. At a meeting of
the board of directors of the chapter
Also published is a picture of
Donna Gream of D&M Market
with her harvest of pumpkins ready
to adorn the porches and doorways of Murray residents for the
October holiday The pilot° was
by Staff Photographer Mark Cooper.
Births reported include a girl
to Faith and David Yoder, a boy
to Brenda and Rusty Wilson, and
a boy to Peggy and Charles Green.
Oct. 6
30 years ago
The annual leaf pickup of
bagged leaves in the city of Murray will begin Oct. 15 on a callin basis, according to Roy Clark.
supenmendent of Murray Street
:,,Department.
0.
Mr and Mrs. John Lowry Park;er will be married for 50 years
•-; Oct. 14.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Timopthy Kel:-.ton, Sept. 24.
The Gibbs family reunion was

held Sept 10 at the Murray-Calloway Count) City Park
4$ years ago
Darrell Crawford and Jayne
Scott of Calloway County 4-H
Club participated in the sixth annual Kentucky Power Workshop held
at Louisville
Dr Gilbert Mathis of Murray
State University faculty spoke on
'Consumer Education at a meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club
held Oct 9
Mr and Mrs Starkie Colson
of Rt. I. Almo, will be married
for 50 years on Oct. 19
Murray High School Tigers
won 12-0 over Tngg County Wildcats in a football game At Ty
Holland Stadium. Murray
50 years ago
The September Grand Jury
reported to Circuit Judge Eaarl
Osborne after having been reconvened for additional work
Randy Patterson. New Concord High School senior. Charles
Tubbs. Kirksey High School senior. and Donna Ruth Grogan.
Murray High School senior. 4-H
Club Champions, wen. presented
awards at the district meeting
held at Paducah.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry of Murray
Woman's Club wa.s the speaker
at the district fall conference of
local distnct cwoinisn's clubs held
with the Manon Woman's Club
hosting the Meeting at Manon.
60 years ago
Jack Mayfield. son of Mr. and
Mis Robert Mayfield of Murray
and vice president of the Murray Training School Chapter of
the Future Fartners of America.
was the statewide FFA Dairy Production Centest, sponsored by the
Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club.
R T. Whittinghill. distnct governor of the Lions Club, will be
the speaker at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre, located on East Main Street,
Murray, is "Son-owful. Jones" starnng Bob Hope and Lucille Ball.

Wife resents man's failure
to pick up slack at home
DEAR ABBY: The other day
my kids asked me why I'm always
so angry I didn't know how to
respond I m angry that they
think their dad is "wonderful'
because he plays with them all.
day (he's not working). lakes
them to gei fast food tinstead
of cooking
something
healthy). and
because he's
their COaCh
(he is having
an emotional
affair
with
one of the
parents).
I assign
chores to the
kids because
By Abigail
Van Buren
things never
get
done
when 1 ask my husband to do
them. If I remind them "It's
trash day" or "Don't forget to
vacuum the living room," my
husband steps in and says. "I'll
do it for you. Billy/Jane.' which
makes me the bad guy. I know
if I ask for a divorce, the kids
will want to live with him.
How do I explain this to them?
And what do I tell my friends
when they ask what a pretty,
fit, successful woman like me
is doing with an overweight.
unemployed, lazy man like him?
He's more personable than I am,
but the stress of being the sole
breadwinner has taken its toll
on mc -- NEEDING ANSWERS.
LEVITTOWN. P.A.
DEAR
NEEDING
ANSWERS:
You're
overwhelmed nght now. and with
the load you're carrying, it's no
wonder. You, your husband and
the children are overdue for a
frank sit-down chat.
It would not be out of line

Dear Abby

•:.• Today In IIIstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 12. the
7
,285th day of 2009. There are 80
days left in the year This is
< Columbus Day in the United States,
1 , as well as Thanksgiving Day in
- Canada.
Today's Highlight in History:
et;
On Oct. 12, 1492, Christopher
,
,, :Columbus arrived with hia,nape:jitlition in the present-day Bahamas.
•s:
On this date---"1
In 1870. Gen. Robert E. Lee
died in Lexington. Va.. ai age 63.
In 1915. English nurse Edith
•• Caveil was executed by the Ger• a•
a.• mans in occupied Belgium dur1%.ing World War I
77In 1918, the Cloquet Fire erupted in Minnesota. claiming some
- 450 lives.
•;in, In 1933, bank robber John
.
‘./..Dillinget escaped from a jail in
Allen County. Ohio. with the help
of his gang. who killed the %herE3 Ans.

iff. less Sarber.
In 1949. Eugenie Anderson was
nomir.ated by President Harry. S.
Truman to be the U.S. ambassador to Denrnark. she became the
first Amencan woman to hold an
arnbassadorship.
In 1960, Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev disrupted a U.N.
General Assembly session by
pounding his desk with a shoe when
a speaker cnticized his counn-y.
In 1968. the Surnrrier Games
of the 19th Olympiad officially
opened in Mexico City Equatorial Guinea became independent of
Spain.
In 1984. British Pnme Minister Margaret Thatcher escaped an
attempt on her life when an lnsh
Republican Army bomb exploded
at a hotel in Brighton. England.
killing five people.
In 2000. 17 sailors were killed
in a suicide bomb attack on the

Monday. October 12, 2009 • 7A

U S destroyer Cole in Yemen.
In 2002. a bomb blamed on
Islamic militants destroyed a nightclub on the Indonesian island of
Bali, killing 202 people. many of
them foreign tourists.
Ten years ago: Pakistan's military overthrew. the democratically elected government
Primc
Minister Isiawaz Shull. Ahmed IT
bread pf air Califenua
of Technology won the Nobel
Prize for chemistry: Dutch scientists Gerardus
Ho.oft and Martinus .1.6 Veltman won the Nobel
Prize for physics. NBA Hall-ofFarner
Chamberlain died at
his Los Angeles home at age 63.
Five years ago: A jury in Baton
Rouge. La., took 80 minutes to
find suspected serial killer Derrick Todd Lee guilty. of firstdegree murder in the death of 22year-old Charlotte Murray Pace.

Ul E15.0.0

to tell them that the reason you
appear to be angry is you are
doing it all -- carrying the load
financially and being the responsible parent It would also not
be out of line to let them know
that every member of the family is expected to do their part,
which is why you have assigned
them chores -- because Dad is
too busy coaching to remember
to do it.
As to the fast-food diet. your
husband is doing the children - and himself -- no favors, and
he is setting a temble example.
Now, about your fnends. Be
honest. Tell them that you married your husband because you
loved him at the time, and yoU
are sticking with it because if
you dump him. you may wind
up supporting him anyway.
•..
DEAR ABBY: I am 14 and
have just started high school. I
have been told I'm beautiful.
Most times I feel that way.
except for one thing -- I hate
my nose! I don't want to sound
ungrateful for my looks. I know
I'm not the only girl who has
a flaw and wants to change it.
I just want your opinion.
Fmm the front you can't tell
my nose is messed up. But
viewed from the side. there's a
bump in the middle. It's also
sort of crooked and just too big.
I'm starting to be self-conscious
about it. I don't like people
looking at me from the side.
but it's hard to prevent
I have been researching plastic surgery online. At my age,
my parents won't let me get a
nose job. but I don't want to
wait until I'm 18. Some kids
have commented about my nose,
but mainly I want to do this
for me. It would make me feel
better about myself. What am I
supposed to do? -- SELF-CONSCIOUS IN M1NNESCYTA
DEAR SELF-CONSCIOUS:
For now, stop looking at yourself in a magnifying mirror and
obsessing about your "flaws."
You may -- or may not -- want
to consider plastic surgery in a
few years. I say in a few years
because at 14 your features are
nut yea fully. developed. A nose
that seems *tee big' nose may
be exactly the nght size in a
couple of years. If you are still
displeased about the bump. there
is time to have it smoothed out.
But for now you should wait
and develop your personality
and your intellect so that people notice you for more than
your looks. I'm sure you have
many qualities that make you special -- and remember. what makes
us unique is sometimes what
we mistake as our 'flaws."
•..
Dear Abby is written by
.Abigail Van Buren, also known
as Jeanne Phillips. and was
founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillip..

ACROSS

Dr. Gott

waste. and flushes a out of the
hody
W'hen something causes the
lymphatic system to back up. fluid
tumid% up in the extremities If a
blockage us:curs in the upper body.
it may affect one or both WM,
but most commonly affects one
or both legs
There are some genetic causes of primary lymphedema. how
ever, Most cases are considered
secondary. incaning thcy were
caused by some other comfition
Surgical removal of the lymph
nodes. cancer, injury, infection and
radiation treatrnents are the main
causes of secondary lymphedema
In your case. the comtnnation
of your cancer and the removal
of some of your lymph nodes
likely caused your currem problem.
Unfortunately. there is no cure
for lymphedema, however, there
are ways of controlling the %welling
and aiding drainage of the fluid
Compression of your leg will help
by forcing the fluid up and out
This can be done with compression garments, bandages and pneumatic compression la sleeve with
attached pump that inflates and
deflateN, keeptng the circulation
moving). Light exercising of the
affected limb or limbs is also
important, since it may aid in
lymph-fluid drainage Finally. a
special massage technique known
as manual lymph drainage may
be used. This procedure encourages the lymph fluid to drain out
of the limb through a series of
hand strokes.
Wearing loose-fitting clothing
and elevating the affected area
May also be helpful. Physicians
often peescnbe diuretics, but they
rarely do much good because the
swelling is not due to fluid retention resulting from poor kidney
function and may worsen the condition.
Return to your primary-care
physician to discuss your options

CoodictBridoo
South dealer.
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Opening lead
nine of hearts.

diarnond, a club or a spade. Against
any of these leads. declarer's only
real chance was to take a first-round
trump finesse -- leadfng low to the
queen -- and next pray the ace.
Ins to find Last with precisely
doubleton king. The 22 lucky declarer; found this to be the actual case
and. as a result, scored 1.430 points.
The Mistrials declarer was ttse
only one who failed to make the
darn. Ai his table, Italian star Benito
611:07/0 chose the diabolical opening lead of the nine of trumps.
Iteelarer. in an effort to guard againQ
the possibility that Last might hese
the K-1-6 ol trumps, CON Cred the nine
with the ten and won laist's king with
thc acc
Declarer then led a diamosid to
the queen, returned a trump and.
svhen East pnaJueed thc six. fOund
himself faced v.ith a harrowing
gut-ss. Ile had to devide v.bether
tram/i/o's opening lead of the trump
This deal occurred in a inatch
nine was from the 1-9. which would
betsseen Austria and Italy at the
be an unusual lead against a slam, or
world championship held in Monte
v. hether (iarozzo's lead of the trump
t'arlo in 1976 It aS played at 44 nine was a singleton, also unusual
tables. and 23 times South got to six
lead against a slam_
hearts, a dreadful contract that had
With nothing to go ow, the Ausabout a 20 percent chance of making. inan drclaret elev.ted to finesse the
llowes et% thanks to a fortunate lie of eight and so went down one Ironithe opposing trumps, the slam vsas cally, thc slam ssas easy to make
successfully negotiated by 22 of thc csithout a trump lead, hut once the
23 declarers
trump was led, declarer had a chance
The opening lead nas usually 11 to go ssrong -- and did.
Tontorrow: I he only ssay to go.

40 Dela -42 Broken-arm
support
44 Mideast VIF
46 Behold'
48 White House
statfer
49 Gazing at
50 Stein fillers
52 Boring
54 Some whiskey
55 Early
vegetables
56 Gemstone
57 Urban trains

1
4
8
12

Sewing kit item
Var. topics
Woodwind
Environmental
prefix
13 Dog food brand
14 Wander about
15 Lowly laborers
17 Back horn work
19 Juneau's St.
20 Japanese wine
21 Highest point
23 Big Ben
numeral
24 Dwarf opposites
26 CD preceders
29 Summer flower
30 Yell insults
31 Lets up
33 Joyous
outbursts
35 Makes illegal
36 Potygraph
flunkers
37 Midwest hrs
38 Curly-tailed
dogs
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DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 .un
82-year-old lady and ruse been
very active all of my. life Eiv.e
months ago, I was diagnosed wtth
a very rare form of cancer I had
a tumor on the outer side of my
urethra. After several opinions. it
was detemuned that I would have
to have my
bladder and
urethra
renaoved. as
well as have
a
complete
hysterectomy
The operation was successful, but I
now wear a
urostomy
pouch.
My
reason
for
writing
is
By
that. about a
Dr. Peter Gott month ago,
both of my
feet started swelling I saw my
pnmary-care doctor, who told me
that it was caused by the renvoval
of lymph nodes during my. stugery. I then called my surgeon.
who agreed it was due to the
lymph-node removal.
Is this a temporary situation
or permanent? It is only affecting my left leg now_ I am taking a diuretic: and elevate my leg
whenever possible. What else can
I do?
DEAR READER: There arc
two circulatory iaistems within the
body. The first and most wellknown is the blood. This system
carries red and white cells,
platelets, plasma and nutnents
throughout the hody to sustain
the muscles and organs
The second is the lymphatic
This system is vital to keeping
the txxly healthy. It circulates protein-rich lymph fluid throughout
the body. which collects waste
products, bacteria and viruses.
These substances are carried until
they reach a lymph node. which
then filters the fluid. removes the
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OISTRICT PREVIEW

Lady
E Lakers
!: Mayfield
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No Home Cooking

OFF IN
WEDNESDAY
SEMIF1NAI,
By ROW DIUARD

Sports Wmer
After a 6-2 start to the sea. Calloway County coach Mike
Ian thought his te,am could
ly play its way out of the
sky four-seed that usually serves
its fate in the 2rid District
urnament.
But the second half of the
son wasn't as kind to the
dy Lakers. Calloway finished
2 and hasn't posted a vicsince Sept. 15.
In some ways, Harlan's club
tis itself right back where it
from — the four-seed in
atchup against fifth-seed and
filament host Mayfield tonight.
e
a° But the fourth-year head coach
Ilys he has never had a better
Peling going into a district tourAunent than he does this time.
0- The Lady Lakers face a Mayid team that is winless in disct play for the right to advance
the semifinals, where they.
liould play top-seeded Marshall
'County. ranked No. 14 in the
Otte.
• "We're not going to overlook
yfield," he said. "They•ve got
o girls that are very good with
ball and we know we're
ing to have to mark them to

l

1

:

7; The issue for Calloway will
tie
s fuiding ways to score themselves. The Lady Lakers were shut
out in duce of their last four
garnes, two of which came against
district top clogs Marshall and
Murray.
. The defense has kept Harlan's club hanging around in
III See SOCCER,2B

This Week
2nd District Tournament
(at Mayfie4d)
Monday
(5) Mayaaa vs. 1,4) C,asoway Go 8 30 p.m
Wednesday
May.,CC vs 11j Marshall Co 5 30 p.m.
(3) Graves Co vs (2) Murray 7 30 p.m.
Thursday
Champlonshop game
6 pin

PREP GOLF
ROUNDUP

• Tindell,
'Connell wrap
up seasons at
state
LADY LAKERS
MISS CUT
AT SOGGY
: BOWLING GREEN
Staff Report
Katie Tindell wrapped up
her high school golf career by
shooting a 99 at the KHSAA
State Tournament on Saturday
-is cold, soggy conditions at
Bowling Green Country Club.
Eighth-grader Madison Connell finished one stroke better
at 98 as neither Lady Laker
golfer advanced to Sunday•s
final round.
It was a solid showing as
Many players posted scores
civer 1(X) on a blustery Saturday after being rained out on
friday.
- Lindsay Gahm, a senior from
:Louisville Sacred Heart. took
Ale championship by shooting
4. 77 on day one and 72 on
_day. two for a total score of
- t49.
:: Caldwell County's Emma
:Talley was in line for the title,
;itut signed an incorrect scoreitard, disqualifying her from
7fie tournament.
:.; The team title went to Green
pounty which posted a team
kore of 689.

M/CHAEL DANN
Lolger & Times
Alphonso Freeney scored from three yards out Saturday as Murray State's Josh Marshall defends or. the play.
it was part ot e 21-point
second quarter that blew the game open for Jacksonville State during the Racers• Homecoming at Stewart Stadium.

By MICHAFJ. DANN
Sports Editor
In his short stint at Maine, Matt Griffin coached Jake Eaton, who
to this day, the Murray State head coach says is the best quarterback
he's seen.
For now, Ryan Perrilloux will have to settle for being No. 2, although
Perrilloux and his Gamecocks came out No. 1 on Saturday with a
rousing 41-7 victory over Murray State on Homecoming.
Perilloux was a big part of it. The senior QB for Jacksonville State
threw for 318 yards, rushed for 50 and accounted for three TDs in
the road win.
The former LSU standout was sacked four times by a very inspired
defense that continues to carry. the torch for a Racer football team that
now stands 1-4 on the season.
Two of those sacks came courtesy of Tamar Butler and Austen Lane.
the other two from Harry McCall and Jamal Crook, but for Butler and
Lane, Perrilloux may be the best they've seen.
"We knew he had an arm and that he was elusive," Butler said.
"We knew that he was strong up top so we had to wrap him up and
keep him in the pocket. I think we did a good job a few times. but
we just need to start putting the pieces together, I guess, and not beat
ourselves as much as we have been."
Lane said Perilloux's time spent at LSU spoke for itself.
"You•re doing something right to be able to go there and play," he
said. "He's a really good quarterback. We knew that coming in here.
I probably should have had two sacks on him. How he shook me off
on one, I still don't know, but I guess that goes to show just how
good he is. He's probably the best quarterback we're going to see all
year."
The Gamecocks (4-2, 2-0 OVC) looked to be stopped on their first
possession of the game, but executed a fake punt to keep the possession alive. JSU continued to drive and later reached the end zone on
See FtACERS. 26

MICHAEL DANN
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Former LSU transfer and senior at JSU Ryan PerrIlloux ran for 50
yards and threw for 318 with three TDs in the Gamecocks' victory Saturday.

MLB PLAYOFF ROUNDUP

Redbirds take early exit route in playoffs
LA RUSSA REMAINS
UNDECIDED
ABOUT 2010
By La FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Tony La Russa's
not certain he wants to return for a
15th season as St. Louis Cardinals
manager. For one thing, he didn't
expect to begin so soon the decisionmaking process that begins every time
his contract expires.
The Cardinals were the first National League team to clinch a division
title, loaded with star power in the
lineup and two Cy Young candidates
at the top of a strong rotation. They
were the first team to go home after
getting swept in the first round by the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
La Russa fully intended to be managing the team in Game 4 on Sunday
instead of packing for his trip home

to the West Coast. He was disappointed in his team's response after Matt
Holliday's dropped fly ball for what
would have been the final out in Game
2, allowing the Dodgers to rally and
then put away a reeling team with a
5-1 victory Saturday in St. Louis.
"I've just started thinking about it,"
La Russa said while attempting to organize his cluttered office at Busch Stadium. "I really thought we'd make a
series of it."
The 65-year-old La Russa asks himself the same questions: Does ownership want me back'? Do the players
want me back? After all these years,
are they still responding to his brand
of leadership?
"Is what you're saying not helpful?"
Russa said. "Those thoughts
go through your mind."
General manager John Mozeliak said
La Russa has a job if he wants one
but hadn't spoken with the manager
about the future. The GM was optimistic pitching coach Dave Duncan.
disgruntled earlier in the season after

the trade of his son. Chris Duncan,
and other organizational issues, wanted to return.
"We need to sit down and talk."
Mozeliak said. "We don't need to do
it today because it's still pretty fresh,
the wound."
The Cardinals batted .133 (4 for
30) with runners in scoring position,
numbers that La Russa contends are
somewhat misleading because of many
hard-hit balls that were right at fielders.
Besides the disastrous gaffe. Holliday was 2 for 12 with a solo homer.
"Ain't no free lunch," La Russa
said. "Matt's going to take some hits
for this."
Albert Pujols was a non-factor. too.
going 3 for 10 with an RBI. The
Dodgers studiously avoided him with
runners in scoring position and issued
three intentional walks the first two
games, even though he didn't seem to
be the same guy that batted .327 with
NL-leading 47 homers and 135
RBIs.

Pujols didn't homer in his final 89
at-bats after Sept. 9. La Russa said
teams just pitched his star tough.
"People can pick and choose whatever they want to write about or talk
about and if somebody wants to look
at the last 80-90 at-bats and say he
wasn't hitting the ball with authority
and wasn't strong enough to hit the
ball out of the park. they can point
to that stat." La Russa said. "I think
it's ridiculous."
Most unsettling to La Russa was
the Cardinals exiting the postseason with
a whimper after two competitive games
in Los Angeles.
"We got beat. so you take the heat."
the manager said. "Yesterday. whatever heat they want to bring. we deserve
it."
Besides who manages the team. the
Cardinals face a number of personnel
issues in an offseason that arrived so
quickly. Tops on the list are the twin
big-ticket items ot attempting to get a
long-term deal with Holliday, who cost
See ST. LOUIS. 2B

COLLEGE HOOPS ROUNDUP

Calipari says no politics in jersey gesture
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AN) Kentucky basketball coach John Calipan has
learned that fans are passionate about more
than just Wildcats basketball.
Calipari incurred the wrath of some fans
after .word got out that he sent a Kentucky
jersey to President Barack Obama. Calipari
responded with a statement on his Web site
and 4 comment at a Louisville news conference last week.
Calipart preparing for his first season in
Lekington after coaching at Memphis. said poliinis had nothing to do with the gesture. Instead,
thtE doach said. tans need to "cool out."
ralipari said he's simply trying to help the
'
,tale and it wasn't a statement about hi. political beliefs.
2 Louisville basketball players
face misdemeanors
LOUISVILLE. Ky. tA1') - - [At) projected
starters for Louis‘ille's basketball team were

relLased Iron) jail Sunda.), atter hcitti:
ested
the night before on misdemeanor charges of
resisting law enforcement in southern Indiana.
University of Louisville sixikesman Kenny
Klein confirmed that sophomore fonaard Terrence Jenninp and sL nior guard Jerry Smith
were ar-rested on the misdemeanor charges Saturday night in Jeffersonville. Ind. Both were
released from the Clark County. jail on Sunday. morning.
Klein said basketball coach Rick Pitino is
aware of the arrests and the issue will be handled inside the program.
Details of the arrests were not immediately
available Sunday' afternoon. A message left for
a jail spokesman was not immediately returned
The Couner-Journal tiev.spaper reported that
knnings and Smith attended a Louisville alumni homecoming party' at a banquet hall in Jeffersonville. just across the Ohio River from
Louisville.

limes
Derrick Townsel led the Racers with 175 Ail-purpose yards Saturday, including
126 in kickoffs.
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger &

•Racers
Frpm Page 1 B
a 'ateven-yard touchdown run
ariiiind left end by Jamal
Ydting.
:The JSU defense helped
setup the offense as a big
stop on fourth-and-inches set
the; offense at the Racer 43yirpl line, when Perrilloux
fotind receiver Greg Smith on
a .17:yard connection before
•hitting tight end Justin Howard
on an eight-yard touchdown
pass into the right flat.
'Following a three-and-out
by the Racers, JSU put together' a':10-play drive that was
capped by a Marquez Ivory
three-yard pass to Alphonso
Freeney.
The Racers (1-4. 0-2 OVC)
drove deep into Gamecock
territory before the drive was
hahed by an interception. JSU
needed just two plays to go
97 yards as Perrilloux found
James Shaw fot a 66-yard
touchaown pass to make the
score. 28-0 at the half.
MSLFs defense continued to
put forth a strong effort in
the third quarter as the Racers did not allow the Gamecocks to get on the board in
the frame and Zach Kutch
intercepted a Perrilloux pass
midway through the quarter.
"I haven't look at the game
film yet. but I guarantee when
y6u watch it, you'll see the
defense going down swingitag.." Lane said. "We went
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down fighting and we all
understand the X's and O's
of this game, I think once
the offense gets it all figured
out, we'll be fine."
JSU was able to put.a pair
of scoring drives together in
the fourth quarter to expand
the lead, but the Racers did
not go quietly.
The Racers got on the board
late as Nico Yantko led an
eight-play, 7I-yard drive. The
drive started with a I5-yard
completion to DeAngelo Nelson anti Prince Nwagbara
added a I7-yard run. Backto-back completions to Rashad
Daniels netted 31 yards that
set the Racers up at the 16yard line.
Nwagbara put together a
pair of seven-yard runs to
give MSU a first down at the
two-yard line and Yantko
capped the drive with a twoyard pass to Alex Estes, the
first TD reception of his career.
"We know our shortcomings and we have done everything we can to address it
and we will continue to do
so." said Griffin. "As I said
to the team. six games remain.
six opportunities for victories, and it all starts with
Tennessee State."
The Racers return to action
Oct. 17 as they travel to take
on Tennessee State. Kickoff
is set for 6 p.m. at L.P. Field
in Nashville.

ANDRUS,
WILLIAPAS HAVE
SUCCESSFUL
WEEKENDS
Staff Repot
Former Murray State and
Mun-ay High kicker Shane
Andrus scored his first NFL
points on Sunday after signing with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers last week.
Andrus booted two extra
points in the Buccaneers' 33., 14 loss at
Philadelphia
and
kicked
three kickoffs.
Andnis had
.igned
with
Indianapolis in
--- the offseason
Andrus
but was cut
several weeks into the season and picked up by Tampa
Bay.
Andrus wasn't the only
local football product to turn
in a solid professional performance over the weekend.
Forme: Nlurray State and
Murray
High
linebacker
Nathan Williams posted seven
tackles and a sack in his
UFL debut for the New York
Sentinels.
The Sentinels fell to the
Florida Tuskers 35-13 and
will take on the California
Redwoods in San Francisco
next Saturday.

msu s()ccER
RouNDup
Racers knock
out EIU over
weekend
By PAW Spots idsnallis
Thc Murray State women's
socLer team improved to 5-6-1
overall and 3-1 in the OVC a.s
they returned home and defeated Eastern Illinois, 3-1 at C'utchin
Field Sunday.
The Racers wert able to convert two of their three first half
corner kicIts as Sophie Hargreaves put MSU on the board
in the 17th minute. Just two
minutes later MSU converted their
second corner kick of the half.
Veronika Pribyslavska gathered
in the corner and quickly found
Nicole Evans in front of the box
as she found the back of the
net to put MSU ahead. 2-0.

From Page *1 B
most contests, however. The Lady
Lakers have held opponents to
three goals or les.s in every garne
dating back to Sept. 10.
"We've just got to finish."
Harlan said. "We're disappointed about where we are because
we thought we could do better
this year, but we feel like we
can change some things around
arid try to challenge Marshall,
if we get to see them again."
On the other side of the tournament bracket. Murray and
Graves County both receive firstround byes as the Nos. 2 and
3 seeds arid will meet in the
semifinals on Wednesday.
The Lady 'tigers received a
boost last week by playing Marshall County to a I-1 tie. Murray nx)k an early lead and didn't surrender the equalizer until
the final 10 minutes of play.
The Lady Marshals handed
Murray a 3-0 loss at Mallary•
France Soccer Complex earlier
in the season and, until last week,
hadn't been seriously challenged
by• any' team in the district.
"I think it showed them that
if they execute the game plan.
they. can play. with Marshall."
Murray coach Mickey McCuiston said. "We had a plan for
that game and it WaS working.
so I was happy from a coaching perspective.''
The Lady Tigers finished the
season 12-5-2 after McCuiston
amped up his tzam's schedule considerably.
For the first time in his tenure,
the Lady Tigers stepped outside
of the region numerous times
during the season, something the
coach hopes will help his squad
in the postseason.
Murray has also eschewed
some of the predictable offensive strategies they've employed
for the past sevend se_asons, fulfilling one of McCuistoffs preseason goals.
"We've put in a few new
wnnIdes. unlike the past years
where we've run pretty much
the same formation every game."
he said. "We've got some different things we do now, especially against Graves and Marshall...
Murray. hasn't allowed a goal
in two games against Graves
this season, wirming 4-0 in Mayfield and 6-0 in Murray.
According to McCuiston, the
biggest hurdle his tearn must
overcome Wednesday is overconfidence. The Lady Eagles
upset Murray in the district tournament two years ago after two
regular-season victones by the
Lady Tigers.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Postsesson Beselsail
At A Lliance
By The Aasociated Press
All Times CD'T
tx-rt necessary)
DIVISION SERIES
American Leiegue
NEW YORK 3. MINNESOTA 0
Wednesday, Oct 7
New York 7 Minnesota 2
Friday, Oct. 9
New York 4_ Minnesota 3 11 .nnongs
Sunday. Oct. 11
New York 4 Minnesota 1
LOS ANGELES 3, BOSTON 0
Thursday, Oct. 8
Los Angeles 5 Boston 0
Friday. Oct 9
Los Angeles 4 BOSiCI1 1
Sundsy, Oct. 11
Los Angeles 7 Boston 6
National League
LOS ANGELES 3, ST. LOUIS 0
Wednesday. Oct. 7
Los Angeles 5 St Louis 3
Thursday, Oct.
Los Angeles 3 St Louts 2
Saturday, Oct. 10
Los Angeles 5 Si Louis 1
PHILADELPHIA 2. COLORADO 1
Wednesday, Oct. 7
Ph:tadeiphia 5 Colorado 1
Thursday, Oct. 8
Colorado S Philadelphia 4
Saturday, Oct. 10
Philadelphia at Coorado ppd weather
Sunday, Oct. 11
Philedeipnta 6 Colorado 5
Monday, Oct 12
Philadelphia (Lee 7-4) at Colorado
(Jimenez 15-12). 5 07 p.m
Tuesday, Oct. 13
x-Coiorado at Philadelphia. 7 07 p m
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP
SERIES
American League
Friday, Oct. 16
Los Angeles (Lackey 11-81 at New York
(Sabathe 19-8)

Saturday, Oct 17
Los Angeles at New Yon•
Mondwy, Oct. 19
New Yon, ai Los Angeies
Tuesday. Oct. 20
New YOrk at Los Angeles
Thursday. Oct 22
x.New York at Los Angeies
Saturday, Oct. 24
,Los Angeles at New roni
Sunday, Oct. 25
.-Los Angeles at New York

the first inse

enOr Murrin
reeponalble

inseroor An
ad invnedia
be made
.•

National League
Thursday. Oct. 15
Colorado-Phitadelonia *one( at Los
Angeles TBA
•
Friday, Oct 18
Colorado-Pteladelphia winner at Los
Angeles TBA
Sunday, Oct. 18
Los Angeles at Colorado-PM:0(300Na
,Apnet TBA
Monday, Oct. 19
Los Angeles at Colorado-Phdadelpilia
wanner TBA
Wednesday, Oct. 21
x Los Angeles at Colorado-Philadelphta
winner TBA
Friday, Oct. 23
x-C,c4oraoo-Phtladelphia winner a: Loa
Angeles TBA
Saturday. Oct 24
x-Coioredo-Philacielpnia winner at Los
Angeles TBA
---- WORLD SERIES
Wednesday. Oct. 28
National League al Amencan League
(n)
Thursday, Oct. 29
NL at AL, (n)
Saturday. Oct. 31
AL at NIL (n)
Sunday, Nov. 1
AL at NI.. in)
eAoriday, Nov. 2
x-AL at NL.(n)
Wednesday, Nov. 4
x-NL at AL. tn)
Thursday, Nov 5
x-NL at AL rro
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1. The Sports Against

Cancer "Spaghetti Open' Couples Golf
Tournament, which will benefit the American Cancer Society is gc.ing to
be held at Rolling Hills Country. Club in Paducah on Sunday, October
18. The field will be limited to 72 couples and is $75 per couple and
need to be registered by Oct. 12. A shotgun start will be held at 12:30.p.m with dinner immediately following play Larry Rust. owner of Pizza
Inn, will cater the meal As a special tnbute to those individuals who
have been affected by cancer, a path of luminaries will line the driveway
at Rolling Hills Country Club on the evening of the tournament. If you
wish to honor or memorialize a fnend or family member, please contact
Lisa Lauck at Ilauck@thecarsoncenter.org. Participation in the touma,
rnent is not required for the luminary. Additionally, as part of thiS
fundraising event tor the ACS, a Silent Auction w.II be held at Me club
prior to play and is open to everyone Below is a sample of some silent.
auction items. Foursome at Valhalla Country Club in Louisville, Ky.;:
Autographed pin flag from THE PLAYERS Championships signed byi
Camillo Villegas: Two tickets for any two days dunng the fiirsi wcela
eks4oice:
the 2010 Westem & Southern Financial Group Masters & Women's:
Open tennis tournament in Cincinnati, Ohio: HP PAO
Handheld PDA: $100 Gift Certificate to the Range Steakhouse at'
Harrah's Metropolis; Tickets to Upcoming Events & Concerts; Various.
Gift Baskets and Vanous Rounds of Golf_

MI Mineral Mound State Park at Eddyville will host the "Masters of the
Mound Two-Man Scramble" Oct. 17-18. There will be an 8:30 a.m. shotgun start on both days. The entry fee is $180 per team with special rates
available for Kentucky State Park 2009 golf pass holders. The field size
is limited to the first 50 paid entnes. The entry fee includes green fee
and cart for both days, lunch, hole pnzes. team prizes and reduced
practice round fees of $24.75. Call the park at 270-388-3673 for more
information and registration. To get to Mineral Mound State Park. take I24 to KY Exit 40 (just west of the Westem Kentucky Parkway at its end).
Follow US 62.641 East to KY 93. Drive south on KY 93 approximately
one mile. Right on Gregory Road. then look for park sign on nght,
approximately one mile atter tum. There are several state resort parks
in the area -- Pennynle Forest, Lake Barkley, Kenlake and Kentucky
Dam Village - with lodging available.

•St. Louis
From Page 1B
the franchise three prospects
and is headed for free agency,
and signing Pujols to an extension.
Mozeliak said he'd get to
work on Monday.
"It's kind of depressing, really," the general manager said.
"You realize the finality."
Since coming from Oakland
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of
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on July 24. a trade that spurred
the Cardinals to a runaway' triumph in the Central. Holliday(
has been consistently noncom;
mittal when questioned about
free agency.
"If they get something done;
they get something done,''
teammate Ryan Ludwick said;
"I think he knows everyone
likes him."
•
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The Murray-Calloway Youth Swim Team (MYST) held an inner-team novice
swim meet at MSU. Pictured, first row, from lett: Lucas Wilson. Josh Morgan,
Olivia Burdine, Jenna Santiago. Kenzie Murdock, Tommy Miles. Whitney Dawson, Macrae Cagle, Jacob Mills. Second row: coach Anne Ferguson, Marco
O'Bryan. Joel Ferguson, Julian Adams, Abby Robinson, Mary Lou Hoffacker,
Samuel Webb. coach Julie Santiago. Third row: Austin Hawkins, Claire Umstead,
Mirinda McClure, Katie Allen. Kayiee Roberson, Caroline Webb, Amanda Handegan. Zuzu Houck, Linda Arakelyn. Tya Cunningham. Heather Hawkins. MYST
will next travel to Bowling Green Oct. 23-25.
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'have some c
skills and be
type Apply in
phone calls.
InScribe, local
hy with online
teaming to be
Medical
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have a job, int

ing every Mor
.10am and eve
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6pm in Octotx
270-761-0133
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Generator wrth oxygen
and propane and cutting torch. (270)7538736
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Store
312 N. Market St
Pans. TN 38242
31)707-0311
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electronics. furniture,
and holiday decor.
Taking donations of all
kinds to benefit various
local groups
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then' ad for any
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be made

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Legger-& Times ;
Must have owrv automobile, good driving*
record and,vehicte insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by.and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger 13i Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

- TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Full-Time pysition for
Circulation 1)evart mipt.
'Must he,able.to ivork
early hours.
It/tors/tic/ perstin
shaiild apply a(

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

rraart
allOINias
(AU. TO
ICKPUIf YOUR
CVtOCT TOPA T

•
..

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Approximately 16
hours per week
Computer skills
required
Send resumes to
larmingtonchurchOwk
.net or
PO Box 172
Farmington. KY 42040

bAYST

NEED EXTRA CASH? ,
• fvlinirnal Hours • Monthly Pay

A

(270)348-4413

m novice
h Morgan,
Iney Daw)n, Marco
Hoffacker,
Umstead,
inda Han-

IMMEDIATE OPENING

GM'THIS 1X1

)SERIES
Oct. 28
erica," League.

Soy. I

L

CHARLIE'S Antique
Mill & Soda Fountain
Is ;seeking a part time
clerk Must
have some computer
skills and be able to
type Apply inside. No
phone calls
1nScnbe, local company wrth online schooi,
learning to be a
Medical
Transcriptionist, and
have a pob. info shar•
mg every Monday
10am and every
ThUrsday
6pm in October caii
270-761-0133

Murray.Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
COORDINATOR. AIMS PROGA.
TRIO/Upward Bound-Math and Science,
Murray State University. Position to begin
November 2. 2009. QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelors Degree Required. Degree in Math.
Science, Computer Science. Health Sciences,
Agriculture, Engineering or related field preferred. Master's Degree in Counseling.
Education, Human Services. Communications
or related field preferred. Must have two years
experience working with low income. first generation students. Experience working with secondary students, parents, and high school personnel needed. Must have knowledge of college admissions, academic requirements, the
financial aid process, and web page design.
Excellent oral and written communication skills
and time management skills required
RESPONSIBILITIES: Plans workshops and
activities for participants during the academic
year Coordinates daytime classes and
evening classes during the summer component Conducts bimonthly school visits and college preparation workshops. Administers mentonng program. publishes monthly newsletter,
and maintains web page Evening and weekend work required during the six-week residential surnnier program. and occasionally throughout the year Salary commensurate with experience and education. Application Deadline
October 23. 2009 TO APPLY. Send letter of
application. resume and names of three professional references to - Doris Clark-Sarr,
Ph.D., Director of AIMS Program, Murray State
University, 240 Blackburn Science Building,
Murray. KY 42071. AIMS is a program of the
U.S. Department of Education Equal educaOon & employment poportunny M/F..a. AA
Employer.

Brinhaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following position: RN
full-time afternoon shill. We offer competitive wages and ar excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky.
Apply In person at BrItthaven of Benton
2607 Maln Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 E0EiAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

All line ads placed in our
paper are posted on our
website for free

DISCLAIMER
the
-help o anted- section
When ...ceasing

...lasstfieds
webpage
murray ledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobektwork cum

By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this websde
However. u a nanonal
weleste. noi all listings
on the pbnetotek corn
are placed tholugh
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murrsy arca
Job hstings Mark you
FULL OFI PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Looge. Apply In
person OW 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
IMMEDIATE Fuil time
receptionist, Excellent
people, phone, computer & typing skills
and aole to learn new
software applications.
Mail resumes to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.
LPN/FIN part-time 10p6a, Thur & Fn. Apply in
person at Green Acres
HealthCare. 402 W.
Farthing. Mayfield KY.
MECHANICS
Apprentice.
Good
paytenefits while you
train. Medical, 30 aays
vacation/yr
$
for
school. HS grads ages
17-34 Call Mon-Fri
1800-777-6289
THE C.A. Jones
Management Group is
novv hinng for the following positions for a
temporary assignment
that will be from
November 15, 2009
through February
2010
Customer Service
Representatives
Data Entry Clerics
Shipping Clerks
Receiving Clerks
The hours of operation
for the facility are 7:00
am cst to 2:00 am
cst. All shifts available. Flexible Hours.
Please submit your
resume to
careersOchuckomes net or complete
an application at 306
Andrus Dr Murray,
KY 42071
PART-TIME maintenance person with reliable
transportation
Start $7.25/hr. pius gas
allowance 753-3018.
SECRETARWRECEP
TIONIST needed for
local office, Mon, Wed,
Fri 9-3 Write PO Box
2426 Paducah. KY
42002

STAFF
AccountaneCPA successful CPA firrn
Arming competitive
salary 4 day work
week. 2yrs. public
accounting experience
and BS in accounting
'required Email
resume confidentially
to Julie0sacora.com

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Aronrment Specialist

INSURANCE
Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in

price; single pay or
payment plan.

Irrevocable Medicaid

are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare doers not pay 91.024 on Part A 9135 on
Part B ('all me for more Information
You

Approved

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FUR IMP IN CLAIR FILL'4G FOR MI CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
CAN'T be at home with
your child during the
day'? Let me offer you
The Next Beet Thing.
State Certified child
care in my home 7
years experience For
info call 705.2874

3pt. hitch double disc •
plow 492-8T74

Isau-srltaren Isaac, Chrnerl

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

ADVANTAGE?

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Terry

WHAT 16 MEDICARE

HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR? DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED?
270-293-5806

ANTIQUES, CM Larry
753-3633

201

It is an alternative to a
Medicare Supplement.
Please call me for an appointment.

OF MURRAY, KY

Ron SallIn
Annual Enrollment Begins Nov. 15
Medk.-are Supplement Services
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

COMMIT(1AL

RESIDENTIAL &

7S3-922-1
PLUASt LUAN 1 MI SS VII

( all Jill Stephens or '
Ashle( Morris at
'753-1916
aocI place your ad today!
2x2 S12..00 a week 2x-1
Ste.00 a week
13 week contract
'Runs on Monday

NICK MCCLURE
OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANICS FOR
YOUR BUSINESS

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks ar,d
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray
ISO
Anion
For San

Country Metais
& Building Supplies -

(270070-7084

TUCKER Equitation
Endurance Trail
Saddle. sena! #
061496004W, excei•
lent condition. saddle
only retails $1.700
new with blanket &
tack. all for
$1,000/0130. Call
(270)227-8932

vi.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedrc.,om Apartments

Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. tslo PETS!

YAMAHA G-2 Grand
Piano, 5' 7' High polish ebony finish, very
nice piano $8.200
tax delivered
i270)437-4432

(14 X 56) 2BR Home
and Lot on State Line
Rd.. Crossland
($12,500)
Contact Broker &
Owner
Mike Conley
270.293.3232

Appian=
D
LARGE
SELECTION.USED APPIAANCIA
INARD ELKINS •

• 50
%HI %WWI II II
LIIK. SI.90 I I I -1)
I 2 %CRT I lit
',Wen IMO
IttIV I kilos C11 1'

753-(.101Z

(270)753-1113

160
2BR. stove. ref, washMoms Fumbling] er. dryer, plus storage
building on 1 acre lot.
No pets. in county.
TOP quality
293-5649
consignment furniture.
LARGE 3BR $295
accessones and
753-6012
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
1 OR 2br apts nea
190
downtown
Murray
Form Equipment
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109
555-B Ford Backhoe
1BR, price reduced,
Extend-a-Hoe, 1985
various
locations
S8000 Firm 293-3232
Coleman RE 7539898

Firewood. 293-2487.

2BR duplex, C/H/A.
various
locations
Coieman RE 7539898

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepbng
applications for 1 & 2
rentai assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Heanng
Impaired only 1-800648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
VERY Nice Large,
2-Bedroom, 2-Bath
Duplex, completely
remodeled, centralheaVair. washer/dryer.
all appliances furnished, great location.
no pets,
non-smoking,
$650.00/month. one
year lease. deposit
and references
required. 753-5719.

2BR Duplex, C/1-1A,
all appliances, newly
remoaeled, I 003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
2BR near MSU. appliances
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR. C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman FIE
753-9898.
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dose
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments

Subscribe to the

270-753-8556
TOD I-8041-54.
4-1833

12Ir

MURRAY

Ext. 283
Epoai opporrunrty

LEDGER&TIMES

GREAT
apartment.
close to MSU. quiet
neighborhood
2BR.
1BA w/d included, no
pets $400mo Deposit
& lease required
293-587i

Home Delivery
3 mo. .....
6 nio. --.-.S.S5.00
1

Rest of KV/TN
(Paryesr at•

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus, C/1-1/A, W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696.
293-4600

Rodtarterir

6 nio.- $60.00
ill yr.-3120.00
i Check

Local Mail
3 me.----S35.00
6 me..-..........$63.00
1 yr.........---$110.00
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
.....$75.00
3
$%.00
6 mo.
1 yr.
S145.00

Money Order

Visa

M/C

NICE. large 2BR, 2BA
duplex All appliances
No pets $500/mo
dep 436-5927

e

Name. _

e

I St. Address

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances.
water. sewer, trash,
electric included.
$550/mo
(270)492-8211

e

I

City

I State

Zip

I Daytime Ph.
I '
Mail this coupon with payrnent to:

1
1

e
e

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(Ir call (270) 753-1916
a
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& holes

**wet For Rea
vERY Nice, 2BeeIroom. 1 -Bath
Duplex, ientralheeVair, washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished. great location
no pets.

non-smoking
S600 00/month, one
year lease deposit
and references
required 753-5719

Study in paradise 9
miles from campus
515
Ln I
Saddle
$400/mo
206-883-6219
Fa Rent
2 & 313R available, var.
104AS
locations.
Coteman RE 753-9896
28r4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109
2-BEDROOM, 2-Bath
House, completely
remodeled, centralheaVair, washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished, quiet location
near lake, no inside
pets. non-smoking,
$700.00irriontti, one
year lease, depoi0
and references
required. 753-5719.
2BR Newt)/ redecorated, New heatingrAC
units Stove. fndge.
WV nook-ups. No
pets, Het Aeaseidep.
Water, sewer, ,sh
PaId. Cardinal Dr, in
city $515.(270)7671176
2BR, gas heat. No
pets Clean and rnow
yards. $400/rno plus
deposit 492-8360.

Hems For kis

AKC
Pin puppies
3-females born July 1
2009 $350 00-piece
parents on premises
978-1550
DOG Obedience
i270)436-2858
YORKIE pups $200250 270-748-5575

ENERGY saving new
home, 2,244 sq.ft
under roof, 38R: 2BA,
(cath ceilings), 2 car
garage, concrete drive,
patio & front porch. no
cny taxes, $8.0Q0
rebate. first brne buyers 210-3781. 559.
2032.
FSBO 38R, tBA, 2
sores, 2430 separate
garage Harchn 2935916. 703-2477 7051 978.

Fewer pigs $35.
227-d627
KELLY FARMS
For Saks
Wheat Straw baies
10 or more
S2 00 a bale
Square & round
bales. horse quality
Cell: 293-6755
Nights: 753-8697

1008 Southwood 4plex
290K 978-0074
Murray Ledger Is Times Fair
Housing Act /son,

AI; real estate advertised 4:erm
is subnct to the Federal Fur
Housing Act which make) it
illegal to adverts, arts [them
, Sontanon cc desalinisation based ,in race, Piot, mayor)an, handicap, tanshal siains or nitiona: origin or intersnal to make Inv suds puke'es. Innitabons.or demesne
Mr
State laws forbid diciiminatice
in de sak. natal or adverb*
of real estate based on factors in
arictiraon to thew pintected
ander federal Law
We inD known*, accept anv
vertaang for mil estate whnii
is not in stolaoce of !Iv law All
pence. ale :teeth, informed
II* all fitiethngs advertised rze
aoilitie on an ere opportune) base
Fot tunic itasercz voth Faz

Ileiemo
Newboots
"
j
ltivoesid Room

REDUCED!
3BR 1-1r2 Bath
beautiful large corner
rot, lots of storage
759-2475
REDUCED- 396'8 ST
RT 94 EAST- IS
WHERE YOU WILL
FIND THIS 3 BEDROOK1 BATH COMPLETELY REMODELED
HOME.NEW
COUNTER
TOPS,NEW
STOVE,LIGHT FIXTURES.3 BEDROOM
BE
A
COULD
DEN.C/Het. $59,900
AILS* 51624 AGREE &
ASSOCIATES REALTY CALL RENEE 27°705-1027

AriF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-60.
753-7668

Ott- 411'1 • %Hit a 111R .1

re n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

J&L RENTALS
MLNI-STOItAGE
728 S. 4TH ST.

Fer Sale
Land for sale. 90K, 4.5
aCr8

°FAS COWIN

Club Rd. 978-0053

•-tr
. '
, Acres -

4.endy b.) build
• .11)prok
1,,on

1,inclint1
-

Ci)ntiscl

tiiim

yqdrei
Realfor
t, 4,

E
I I tr

Commeicail building
for sale or klase High
traffic Great visibility
978,0402

1,
)mins

000

.
171

PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease
Appx 1 500 sq ft
978-0402

EZTSMI
PICK

111H

lair-WM

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming. removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured 4892839
Tree
EARRY S
Service Free estimates Phone 436
2562. 227-0267

BRUSH &

OCCur

Readers using this
information do so at
risk
their
own
Alteough persona ana
oompanies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Ledger &
Murray
Times, nor any ot
employees aocepl
responsibiaty whalso-

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Paintin,g, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

eve( for their activities

HAMMER
• Painting • Fixots
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained
(270) 436-2228

APPUANCE REPAIP
SERVICE & PART S
(270) 293-8726 oR
759-5534
Chuck Jan Buren

Calloway
1.7V
E
County
Development
*Tracts hoe, dozer.
backhoe svork & septic
systems. top soil &
gravel for sale. 'We
build you a Home to
Suile your Needs. 270210-3781, 270-5592032..

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us ws will be
glad Id help.
Memo Ledge a Times
270-753-1916

\ I k.
I %I I
\ •'

1-11

2_

BRICK & Block layer
1 wetly & credal p
available. 270-252.- .
taatty ownedropentadi
0667.
1759-1151 • 3V3-27831
CHADWICK Catering
293-2784
Ready to serve your
celebration needs
0,initt.
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick
(270)492-8266
3301 Si, Ft4 121M
753-8087

WHY rent when you
can own? Save 81( first
time home buyers
130K house for sale
949-322-1495

I

IVZOISSTRUCTION
us leg g
SinMESP,
"soda Am et r,arydr.186

JONES
ROOFING
Licans.d & insured
Free estimates

*Roofing •Streetock
*Plaster *Remodels
& more
(270)873-9341
,,V70) 873-2487

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

Iscapolles War

BORN TODAY
Outdocrsman. inventor designer Leon Leonwood Bean (1872),
436-5141
AFFORDABLE comedian Lenny Bruce (1925). football player Jerry Rice (1962)
•••
Hauling. Clean out
garages. gutters, unk Jacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at www.lacguallnebigar.com.
(c) 2009 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
& tree work

Please No Phone Calls

1440 sq ft bldg fo
lease Great location
has gas heat
978-0402

rehab*

maccurectes

"":
7
,3_

T

conskIers ns

sources

3BR. 2BA, bnck i,800
sq .ft. living room,
Cal/A, 1705 Miller.
Murray $79.500
270-395-2923,
270-556-0726.

was $59,1100
Located pn 160,000
acre Kentucky Lake.
Enjoy swimming pool,
walking trails, private
park, more. Excellent
financing. Cali now
1-800-704-3154, x
3293, ky1akesale.oprr

Loading Dock ot
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve

PREtA1ER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Sate & clean
•We sell boxes!
.Wo rent U-Hauls
753-9600

THE Murray LIKK)44 &
Imes

t 1,000-SO.FT. home
in country. 6BR, 6BA,
ndoar pool, gymnasium, (26' tall ceiling),
5acres lake, lots of
outside decks, 5 acres
up to 90acres.
559-2032.

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT
2+ ACRE LAKE LOT
W/ FREE BOAT
SLIM
Just
$24.900

Free Pallets

t artier of 121S & GINA&
16X10%25 11h15$441
(1701436-2514
(2701 293-6396

DRYWALL repair &
painting Free estimates 270-873-9916

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Oct. 13, 28091
This year, your strong personality and drive win over many new
friends. Your networking skills allow greater understanding. Just be
ilitydes6 ATY's
sure to allow others to have the right space to express their talents,
2005 Yamaha Zuma needs and personality. Easily, you could steal the show. Your creativ1,400
miles, mint ity abounds. If you are single, you could meet someone quite special
or have a former "special someone" return to your life. If you are
$1.20C. 753-2848.
WA A* AO 11411 4111111
411
Air
attached, you could have a surprise -- be it a new addition or that you
suddenly enter an intense, torrid penod of romance between you and Spocie8 to the lodger
Ports
your sweetie. LEO makes a loyal friend.
Local writer L.S. Michael has tearned up with local illustrator
Ca.sey Bradley, a senior art student at Murray State University, to
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dyrramic. 4- release the short novel "A Squirrel Tale: Jimmy's Adventure." The
POSitive . 3- Average. 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
book is about a squirrel's amazing encounters in the great forest and
Michael said is a good read for anyone who enjoys nature and fan14 15 .16 ;lint)
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
tasy.
Starting at SZO
**** If you have felt resistance from a fnend or when manifesting
Michael will have a book signing Tuesday.. Oct 13, from noon
moented
a long-terrn desire, you might note that with the next attempt every- until 2 p.m. at the University Bookstore inside the Curtis Center at
thing will fall into piece. You find that energy and authenticity become
-tan 753-5606
MSU
a hardy combination. close to impcissibie to say no to. Tonight: Fire
up all engines Do what you want.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
*** You often get caught between responsibilities anci Oemands.
You need a firm, secure base to work from, Dor't sell yourself short
MERCURY Marquis when dealing with a boss or when making an appearance Tonight:
_S, $4,000.
Know that you are hard to say no to
270-978-1707
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Between, 7.30-4 00
***** Communication flourishes, especially with those at a distance. YOt1 are encouraged to tune in to y011! depth and find what you
Piashant
Chakradhar,
ultimately want. Detach if you :vet that you are in a maze. It always
Used Duds
Murray Micklle School 7th grade
helps to pull back and take another look. Tonight: Hang out with
student, recently attended The
1977 Chevy Silvsraec friends.
Center for Gifted Studies'
(June
21-July
22)
CANCER
4x4, good old truck
for
Camp
$1,500, Call 4439-2278 *** Curb a need to be possessive, and honor certain key priorities. Summer
A partner you see as tight might not be if you take another gander. Academically Talented Middle
This person is far more genrerous than you suspect. Listen and don't School
Students (SCATS).
judge. Tonight Treat yourselt on the way home.
Now, in its 27th sutnmer,
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
SCATS hosted nearly 200 par$15 & up Will mow ***** Your energy attracts rnany people. How you deal with the
ticipants, both residential and
lawns Adult owned & many interactions that come wrth that type of magnetism and personnon-residential, from June 15 to
operated.
ality amazes many of your friends. Do be aware that someone could
27.
270-978-5655
be pulling the wool over your eyes. It is nice to always think the best
Located
on
Western
of people, but realism has a role in life too. Tonight: Do only what you
• L&M
-•
Kentucky University's campus,
want.
LAWNSERVILIE SCATS provides enhanced
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Mowing, Manicuring, *sr* Know when you have hit the end of the road. You can only go learning opportunities for acalandsloping & forward, even it you might not be up for the trek. It will prove worthy. demically talented students
teat Vat miming
Someone in your daily life is full of suggestions Listen -- one of them entering seventh through ninth
Satisfaction piefantercl
just might wore. Tonight: Just make it relaxing.
grade. Young people from 53
753-1816 727-0611 LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
school districts, 12 states, and
**** How you deal with a long-terrn project could change radicaltwo countries took part in over
YoUlt AD.
ly. A brainstorming session or a creative moment illuminates an
chordwatitor
thirty exciting an challenging
COULD Drto
be
impossible.
Finally,
falling
believed
everything
is
option that was
that first step into unchartered
courses.
HERE FOR
Where
the
action
is
into place. Tonight:
During their time at SCATS, tenitory for Murray students.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
. ONLY VIS.00
**** You might want to try another path when others back off. You campers took four classes that "Hopefully, he has had a wonA MONTH
have the strength and sturdiness to make this quest and come out met daily for the entire two derful expenence and will not
CALL 7S3.191b
victorious. Don't pretend that something is OK wher it really isn't. Cut weeks. The Center offered class- only want to return, but will take
the game-playing. Tonight: A must appearance.
es in a variety of topics such as a few friends with him next
227-0587
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
753-2353
acting, art, foreign languages, time."
***** Illuminate what has been dark or hidden in the recesses of math, music social studies, sciALL Carpentry
Brown said The Center for
your mind If you detach or pull back. you'll get strong, relevant
*Remodeling
ence, and
writing. Many Gifted Studies programs can
responses You might be quite startled by what comes up for you per•Addrtions
campers chose unusual classes lead to more opportunities and
sonally Listen to your inner voice. Tonight: Try something totally new.
*Decks
experiencing the complexity of connections that could be life
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*Porches
*.114*** Read between the lines, and gather more information and robotics and the creative thrill of changing. "I really do hope that
iiPo'e Barns
•Laminate Floors
feedback You cannot always be sure that a person is revealing his sand sculpting. Campers who it encourages others to attend.
•Tile
or her true self, as this person might not be connected to his or her chose to live on the WK11 cam- We've got such an awesome
•Mobile Home-Repair
more authentic self. Tonight: Dinner for two.
pus during the two-week pro- group of students here and I
•Reof-Overs
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fob. 18)
want them to be able to experigram also took part in a variety
*Underpinning
***** Let go of restraints and drop a boundary or two. You could of exciting activities outside the ence all that's available to them.
Larry N10114n0
be surprised by what moseys along if you relax a little mere. classroom, such as sports, The dates for SCATS 2010
are
Understand why others might feel pushed away by your attitude.
lune 13 to June 26.
dances. and a talent show.
Hill Electric
Think positively. Tonight: Sort through your invitations.
Prashant is the son of Kaki
Amy Brown, the Murray
Since 1986
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
24 Nowa mama
*** Be sensitive to the immediate conditions around you. If you Independent School District Chakadhar and Pydikondala
Res., Com., & Ind.
have been having trouble clearing the air, realize that not everyone gifted and talented instnictor, Chakadhar.
Licensed & Insured
understands your innate ability to forget and forgive Give others the commends Prashant for taking
All iobs - big or small
space they might need. Tonight: Do what is best for you

lICIT
i7Fircitarta

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
V270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M/F

- z01-11:;111

Custom bulldozing
and trackhoe work,
land dleanng
rtde rt)rdsh . ;ponds
lakes and waterways
Free estimates
Gene Parker
293-1006
753-5838
evenings leave
message

fimning Advertning impartments. =tan

NAA Counsel
Rene P Miler* (71111648-100C

SPI I
I
NIIIchell Bro..
ra

per=ty

103.'1171

ratu-oft
-TT°

&Krim 011srod

436-2867 Lamb's
Proteasional Tree
Service Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling. etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-1i 8
ADAMS Herne
improvement
Adoitions,
Remooeiing, Rooting,
Vinyl Sidmil, Laminate
Floors
Repairs.
Insured
227-2617. 474-0586
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Michael's book signing
Tuesday at Curris Center
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MMS student attends
SCATS sununer camp

753-9562

by calling 753-1916
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